Farm, Garden and Household.
Value of Wood Ashe*.

Mannrial

correspondent ot the Country Gentleman premises an article on the fertilizing of ashes, by saving that new land
•owes it.- value to the potash leit after the
hind is burned over, as is the ease, also in
breaking the prairie." While the Western
Um ai would hardly like to assent to this
is a
proposition, it does not deny that
combinations are among
Im *t;i'h and its
ihe most important constituents ot the
'oh The correspondent, after noting some
observations made relative to the applieat ion c f ashes says:
In the strongest garden soil L have noticed it, and also in very poor land. UnIcaclicd have a still more marked effect,
show ng the importance ot potash as matin'
flic tests that have been made, so
tar as 1 am cognizant,
always show that
the growth, especially of grass, eorre-ponds to the amount ot ashes applied;
the amount may be large—seventy
gt/y 'lU'ticis per ere. and even more,
c
show
once, but not ail
t a- .. a-lies do not give up at once
l
: o:i
ii.-iiig slowly dissolved, so
:...
ta.-h t a si-\erul years. fl his
ic.ice. ami, I believe, the uni\;„ act, c ot ,-verv one. The reason
;.
wot more highly valued—is
i:.c thei arc
sparingly used. When
n
meadow', a lew Imshels to the
." arc all that are used.
As but a part
1 tlic first year, it will be readily
t
'ci
act tin- effect must be small—less so
.a
t plaster, though
diat
plaster is out*
t tic- ingredients ot ashes,
la;
a. c
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Helping

to

Hatch.

“Can you render the chick advantageous
assistance during its hatching?” Tcs,
The eggs ol some variemost assuredly.
ties, particularly the Asiatic.are sometimes
exceedingly thick shelled ; the shell “pips,”
and the little bird breathes his last if help
is not wiven. The lino membrane becomes
o-lned *to him and contracts, and it, with
his downy covering, becomes, as it were,
a coat ol mail, to crush out its life. Notice,
and il the hatching is slow, have an eye
to your nest until the business is through
with i for sometimes it appears as it epidemic. Many chicks go by the board in
this way; help should be rendered; so
take a small sized bodkin, and carefully
thrusting its point a short distance under
the membrane and shell, gently tear the
first and crack the latter as you proceed
around the circumference of the egg. II
the shell is dry, drop a lew drops of tepid
water at the point of pressure,
having
taken off the top of the shell, drop about
ten drops of worm water around the body
of the chick, and put the egg, as it now
stands, under the lien, tin* open side uppermost; behind or under the duff is the
This done, the chick is
best situation.
nine times out, of ten sate, and will hatch
vigorously, i have had wonderful experience in this line. [Poultry Bulletin.
Devons.

a

Religion and Doctrine.
I!Y .TOIIX IIAY.

He stood before the Sanhedrim;
The scowling rabbis gazed at him.
lie recked not of their praise or blame;
There was no fear, there was no shame,
For one upon whose dazzled eyes
The whole w orld pours its vast surprise.
The open heaven was far too near,
His first day’s light too sweet and dear.
To let him waste his new-gained ken
«>n the hate-clouded face of men.
But still they questioned, Who are thou?
What hast thou been? What art thou now?
Thor, art not lie who yesterday
Sat here and begged beside the way;
For he was blind.
—And J 01,1 he;
Pot l iron blind, but now / see.
He told tlie story o'er and o’er:
it was his full heart's only lore :
A prophet on the Sabbath-day
Had touched his sightless eves with clay,
And made him see who had been blind.
Their words passed by him like the wind
Which raves and howls, hut cannot shock
The huudred-fathom-rooted rock.

Their threats and fury all went wide;
They could not touch his Hebrew pride.
Their sneers at Jesus and bis band.
Nameless and homeless in the land.
Their boasts of Moses and bis Lord,
Alt could not change him by one word.
I/mow not what this man may be.
Sinner or saint; but as for me,
One thing l know, that I am he.
Who onee was blind, and now / see.

They were all doctors of renown.
The great men of a famous town,

conspicuously in the midst,
only one of that specie.

for it

was

the

She tried to appear very devout as the
silvery notes of the impressive Easter .sermon tell upon her ear, but. in truth, she
was trying to catch a
glimpse of Philip
Aylesbury’s face.
Alter the services were over, he slopped
up to the altar and was examining it.
“Can you tell me whose offering this
is?” Philip questioned of the sexton.
“Oh, yes; Miss Cornelia Arbuthnot’s
was the response.
“Miss Arbuthnot!” He turned, and she
stood beside him.
"Where did t on obtain this?” he asked.
"Is it not beautiful, Mr. Aylesbury?”
she queried, touching its soft, shining
leaves.
A gem among
“Lovely, exquisite.
flowers, that is seldom seen in this country,” was the rapturous response.
“But—where did you get it?”
“It would be useless for me to tell you.
It was all the person had, so you can get
none for your conservatory.”
He smiled half impatiently.
“1 did not intend to try and procure
one,” he said. “I only wished to know
who it was that owned it. I never knew
id but one

try.”

specimen brought

to this coun-

Miss Arbuthnot’s cheeks took on a deeper Husk as a great fear stole into her heart.
Miss Armory spoke of it as a link from
her past life—might not her past by some
mysterious chance be connected with

The

Education of Conscience.

A Sermon- delivered at tiie Unitarian
Church, Belfast, iiy 1!ev. James T.

Bixhv,
5Iy

Pastor.

conscience

Ghust.

also bearing

[Romans,

9: 2.

me

witness in

the Holy

Among

the attributes which elevate man
above the rest of creation—most noticeable of
all, perhaps—is the possession of a remarkable
faculty by which lie cun perceive in actions
a quality’unknown by other creatures
tlie
quality of right or wrong. And having discerned tliis distinction, this same faculty goes
on to
pronounce that the right must be done
and the wrong avoided. When its behest is
obeyed, it pronounces its approval; when disobeyed, it declares condemnation. This approval and this condemnation are to the heart
as summer and winter, as sunshine and storm,
as heaven and hell.
The one is as oil which
makes a calm spot round the voyager in the
most troubled sea; the other is as a rocky
ledge across n river, keeping its flow still
agitated and uneasy, though every wind be
bushed. The one can give peace even in the
hour of disgrace or death—a shield not to be
dashed down even by the king ot terrors; the
other [nits a thorn into alt its ill-got pleasures.
Ant'd scenes of pleasure, it pricks the heart
with sudden sting. It writes on the wall of
the mind—as the fiery linger of old wrote on
the
alls of Babylon's palace—its avviul prophesy of punishment. When no man yet accuses, the guilty ear bears a voice, like the
mooring wind, calling out to the world ids
crime. Bravos, who would stand before thousands without trembling, it overwhelms with
dismay. It pierces the brazen armor of selfsutliciency, and beneath the mask which the
hypocrite wears it gnaws at bis covered heart.
This is the power that we commonly call
conscience; the moral sense or the inward
monitor. Religion lias presented it as a very
voice of God within us; as a working of the
Divine .spirit within a man > soul, enlightening
hi' path ami guiding him in the way of righteousness.
Philosophy formerly has looked
It has
upon it in essentially the same light.
there
is an original moral instinct
taught that
horn with man, impelling him toward the just,
and that there is a supreme and necessary law
of rectitude, the same for all free agents in the
universe, and known to man by means of intuitions or inborn tastes, previous to and above
all experience. But in recent times a school
of thinkers aid speculators have arisen who
have sought to analyze conscience into more
common elements.
They have tried to show
that it was merely a more refilled and longheaded form of self-love. The original threads
from which it has been spun are nothing but
certain experiences of utility and certain social
instincts.
B\ education, sympathy, fear of
penalties, and desire of the approbation of our
fellows, most of all by the power of the association of idcis, acting on the youthful mind,
these have been woven into the apparently
seamless well of the adult conscience. Such is
the doctrine advanced by James Mill and Bentham in the last generation, and elaborated by
John Stuart Mill, and Bain in our own generation. And within the last few years it has
been further built up and buttressed by Mr.
Darwin and Mr. Spencer, by the help of the
doctrines of development and hereditary transmissions. Mr. Spencer has pointed out how
certain powers of sense, habits of action, and
mental capacities, may be transmitted, accumulated, and developed, till they become innan*, exhibiting themselves before any experience. He believes that in this wTav experiences of utility, organized and consolidated
throughout all past generations of the human
race, and correspondingly modified, have become in us certain faculties of moral intuition,
certain emotions responding to right and wrong
conduct, which have no apparent basis in the
individual experiences of utility. Mr. Darwin
endeavors to show' that our moral sense is but
a development ol
those social instincts that
cause man, like evera* other gregarious animal,
to take pleasure in the society of his fellow s,
and to feel a certain sympathy with them. It
involves for its production no higher agenev
than that of the pla\ of common human life,
and has for its M*at no higher nature than tin*
further developed intelligent e ot any gregarious
brute. Repentance is but the reaction of regretful feeling when the permanent social instinct regains its sway, after having bc*u temporarily pushed aside b\ some oilier desire.
The laws which eonsciein1- proclaim are the
prodiu-t of our circumstances, and would have
been dillerent if those circumstances had been
1 hey answer to no external or durdifferent.
able, not to say universal or eternal reality.
The chief argument in support of this earthborn origin, and provisional, utilitarian nature
ot conscience, is the great diva rsitv found in ir<
judgments, in different, nations, periods, and
“'“‘•.n- of life. If the moral ♦'•
;
m j'linciplo ot the human
an original,
constitution, we ought, it is said, to find the
—
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sentiments. The feelings of moral approbation
and disapprobation, the ideas of right and
wrong, are distinct, undccomposable elements.
Between the notion of right and the notion of
utility, between the idea of duty and the idea
of pleasure, there is a radical difference, found
expressed in all languages, which no process
of development can bridge over. If we would
reach the sphere of tiie moral, we must commence higher up titan on the plane of the expedient. The principle of association ot ideas
can do much.
In the hands of a certain school
of philosophers it is made to explain everything. But, in truth, it can never bridge such
a ehastn as this.
The laws of association are
hut tiie laws of the succession of ideas and of
the attached or attaching feeling. They can
fuse two or more already existing ideas into
one; hut they can never of themselves generate
any new idea. Make it work and mix and agglutinate as vigorously as you please, you cannot bring out by means of it anything different
from what was given it at first. No association
of ideas will give a blind man any idea of color,
or a man horn deaf
any idea of music. From
pleasures and pains the only ideas we can get
are those of pleasures and
pains, never ideas
of right and wrong. If we ever seem by virtue
of the association of ideas to get more than we
put in, it is because, like the old alchemists
who pretended to have discovered how to get
gold out of ordinary metal, the higher element
is secretly slipped in somewhere during the process.
This, in fact, is tiie ease with the Utilitarian. "We should seek the greatest happiness of the greatest number,” lie says.
"Here
is all that we need as tiie foundation of morality.” But why should we do so? There is
no reason lo he
given except to say that all
men have equal rights to happiness.
Vnd How
is this known except bv a direct moral intuition
or instinct?

transgressors, does conscience lose the liner
tone.

At the present time especially, this demoralization of conscience is especially common and
Old fashioned distinctions of
conspicuous.
right and wrong seem to have become obsolete. <niicial thieving is looked upon as a thing
to be expected and hardly at all disgraceful.
The drawing-room and parlor are thought to
need plenty of white lies to whitewash them,
and in tricking out political chambers not even
the trouble of bleaching the falsehood is taken.
The misrepresentation and eaves-droppiug,
which in private life would be disgraceful, in
public affairs are regarded as only clever feats.
If the dishonest character of a scheme is exposed, half of the people we meet seem to think
it sufficient justification to show that it has benefited or will benefit the material interests of
the country. If a man is charged with abusing
bis governmental trust by converting it into
an instrument of political
partisanship, many
seem to think it defense
enough to show that
he is a member of some church in regular
standing, or once drew a sword in the army.
Or if lie is lound drawing from the government
a fat salary for which he performs no service
in return, it is enough that he did good service
for the party in power in the last campaign.
People begin to wonder if there is any such

thing

as

thieving

or

lying recognized by

mo-

or whether Congress has not sometime
amended the ten commandments for the American nation, by striking out the clauses “Tiiou
shalt not steal, thou shalt not bear false witness, thou shalt not covet,” &c.
•Such mis leadings of conscience are the most
alarming feature, at the present time, in our
American life. 1 cannot believe that it is all
the effect of misled conscience. Too much of
it. I fear, is owing to muzzled consciences—
consciences wilfully silenced.
Bent on the
If the origin of our ideas of right ami wrong pursuit of pleasure, place, or profit, the warnlias
voice
been
made
forcibly
dumb, and
he in Hie utility or pleasurablencss of llie ac- ing
shut up as far away from the ear as possible.
tions. the virtuousness of actions should he
Alas for them when they have made mute the
greater the more these qualities are involved, Divine
Sentinel, and all insensitive the Divine
and diminish when they diminish,
llut in
No more, to be sure, are they troubled
Guard.
point ot fact it is just the reverse of this. The with
warnings against sharp stone and slough
noblest acts are those most disconnected with
and precipice, but none the less do they bruise
advantage. "(ienerositv and courage command
from us admiration, not only apart from their themselves upon them, and tlounder m them,
and fall in destruction into their abysses.
utility, hut because they set at defiance all
Peace, as well as safety, lies not ill deadening
utility, and make us feel that to such men there our
consciences, but in
them and
are things dearer than eternal
joy." If tile making them sensitive. developing
If we would know
idea of the virtuous is hut the idea of Hie usewe
our
must
moral
faculties
keep
ful and tlie pleasant, accumulated and refilled the right,
keen and quick. We should train them till no
through descent, whence came we to believe it
can deceive us, no example
reasoning
specious
a duty to feel grateful? whence came that senno new combination of
timent of the superiority of the right to all pi >tit or passion mislead us,
duties perplex and confound us.
Herein,”
or pleasure which has found expression in the
I
exercise
“do
said
Paul,
myself, to have a con"Let justice be done though the
proverbs
of offence.” Like every man of
void
science
heavens fa 1?" If conscience he Iml a deposit
of h tender conleft by the selfish experiences of the race, high virtue, he made much
it he could never have done
whence came it to give its highest praise ratln-r science. Without
what
we
suffered
read of. No
titan its strongest condemnation to the saeritiee as lie did nor
benumbed, bribed, deluded, or muzzled conof sell? whence came it ever to prompt to am
Paul,” as Bunyan
deed of heroism? Take the death of a Savon- science could do tiii-.
the nightingale with
arola or a liuss, nay, of a common soldier or ; beautifully says, “was like
brake man who will stand at ii is post till the last, his breast against the thorn. That his heart
and how weak and insullieietil is any such ex- > might still keep waking, he would accustom
himself to the meditation of these tilings that
planution. The natural heart, even of He pro- !
would beget both love and fear, and would
fussed Utilitarian, atlirms the existence of a
lest he offend ins eonIf the Almighty.” said Air. always he very chary
higher bond.
Alill, "would send me to hell be--ause I would science.”
in
our
need
We
country to-day a higher
sadly
not flatter him with untruths, then to hell I
ot conscience.
We
will go." A brave and noble resolution, touch- education and development
need a liighcivstaiulurd of integrity; a more
ing the very summit of virtue, llut if such a
of
both
the
letter and
scrupulous observance
course is right for him, it is right for all tInWe are too tolrest of mankind.
Hut when Hie whole race the spirit of honest dealing.
ot frauds oil strangers and servants.
We
erant
have Huts gone to perdition in obedience to the
and abuses of
eternal law of truth, are we still to believe that are too lenient about peculations
We ought to have such consciences
there was nothing in sueli rectitude but -the trust.
our business men that they would abhor
seeking the greatest happiness of the greatest among
a secret loan from funds entrusted to them as
number?”
Our moral sense is then no product of pious- they would murder; that custom house oaths
be a jest; anil that grocer’s
usable sense or useful experience. No spawn should no longer
coffee might be a symbol of purity, and not of
of circumstances or of associated ideas. It iWe
adulteration.
ought to have m our public
a distinct, nndeeomposable element.
It is a
native instinct. Its essential declarations are men such jealous integrity that the good of the
be considered I eforc either
From primeval times public should ever
primary intuitions.
downward there have been constant signs of party or personal interest; that jobbery and
its presence. It is this that lias written laws, intrigue should be stranger* to legislative halls
it is this that lias built courts of justice. The and executive num.-ions; that no linger should
be mi tie re 1 t" reach, nor glance to linger on any
remorse of the transgressor, the pea--e of the
affair* that might influence their public
innocent, are its abiding universal witnesses. private
It lias inspired the martyr and raised lip the action.
is
.such
the vital importune* of educating conchampions of liberty. From it, as from a root, science. Do
you a*k me n »\\ how this may be
spring our aspirations for social rectitude. I!
blossoms in sueli maxims as “Do as you would doney first, determine to do right, cost what
be done by," "Honesty i- the best, polity," it may. Have an invincible moral determinaSeek not first the satisfaction o
the
"Alight is not right.’' it- fruit i- equity, pu- tion.
and that of conscience afterward, us the
rity. truth. Ii dictated Magna t 'hartu. it sent senses,
the
senses will allow, but aiu. first
of
desires
out Wicklirtc, Knox, and Luther to rontt-nd
and Inst, with fixed resolve, to do your duty a*
w ith the Hope. Itpiluted the pilgrim fathers to
the new world. It led out our Fuitariati an- faithfully as man can do.
Secondly, seek not only to be faithful to your
cestors with pain and reliietam-e from tinchurch they were reared in. To-day it shows principles as they arc, but stri\e to make your
itself iu sympathy with all oppressed, admira- principles what they should be. Attend to the
tion of every brave word or disinterested art, moral bearings and aspects of things, and find
Note the character of your
out what i- right.
sorrow and shame at every divergence from
high principle. We may—we mii't, if vvr sec own dispositions and moliws—he morally
its foil character ami primal source—vve tiiusi
thoughtful, in short.
Thirdly, and lastly, re-enforce .your moral
-all it, as tile teachers ami prophets of old did,

rality,

men they were conducted to the house ol
James Reed, in Burlington, a small neighboring town, and it was while on their
way thither that Adams, on hearing the
volleys of fire-arms of the British, and beholding the rising sun, exclaimed to Hancock, “Ob, what a odoriotis morning is
this!”
*****

On the highest point ol land whore the
Americans had assembled, the chief ollicers and citizens ol
Concord, with a few
from the adjoining towns, held a ..n
of war. There was an animated consul
tation on that historic spot. There < 'ole
nels Barrett, Robinson, fierce and Brooks,

Major Buttrick, Captains Davis, Bn>wu,
Miles, Barrett and Smith, citizens William
Parkman, Epraim Wood, and others, met

and consulted on the course they would
pursue. These patriots, requiring even
more moral than physical courage to meet
the regulars, armed with the power of a
strong government, did not long hesitate
Indeed, the aggressions of the enemy soon
provoked them to a decision. While these
deliberations were absorbing their attention, the British were ruthlessly burning
gun-carriages, wheels, the liberty-pole,
and other spoils in the village, the smoke
from which rose in a cloud over the common, and was plainly to be seen by those
on the hill.
It appeared as it the eneim
1 Inhad already set lire to the town.
sight sent a thrill of indignation through
the ranks of the militia and minute-men
gathered there. In the midst of tin* excitement tl'energetic Ilosmer exclaim
ed, “They have set the village on lire
Will you let them burn it down ?" Wilii
this danger in view, and urged l>\ tinbold and emphatic expressions of Major
Buttrick and Captain Davis, they immediately “resolved to march to the middle ■!
the town to defend their homes, or din i
the

attempt.”
Although the

was

British lon e at tin- I >11.t■ ■.not over 150 to 200 men, there were

than 500 in the

a distance
under ('aptnin
Pole, only a mile further, and the three
companies under Captain Par.-ons, \
pected to return at any moment from
Colonel Barrett’s. Tiie liriti-.tr
uld concentrate over 800 men within hall an
hour alter tiie first gun was tired
The
Americans numbered 500, and. n a mi
more

of half a

mile,

village,

100 more

of the Country (lentleDevons. 1 tested one
With deep brows, wrinkled, broad, and wi-c,
Beneath their wide phylacteries;
live year old in the month of dune, on
out gaidens dooryards
Philip Aylesbury ?
The
wisdom of the Fast was theirs.
l nu n' Kach farmer or owner ot land, grass alone, and she yielded forty pounds
“She shall not see him,” she
hairs.
their
silver
thought.
crowned
And
honor
1 t
u
d, makes enough ashes for of milk per day. In the eight days her
Then in a low. sweet voice she responded.
The mail they jeered and laughed to scorn
was
milk
tlie
result
flic
was
extent
of
land
on
“You force me to a confession. A poor
Was unlearned, poor, and humbly born:
kept separate,
purposes
used I leing circumscribed, seventeen one-quarter pounds ol butter, at
But lie knew better far than they
old lady brought it—to me yesterday, and
to
him
that
Sabbath-day
Wliat
came
;
that
tin
I gave her fifty dollars for it,”
tary point ol view, were merely an “armnay in used plentifully, in which two churnings. 1 have another heifer
And wliat the Christ had done for him
ed mob,” suddenly called together tor -ell
intin- effect will not fail to be highly was three years old the 17th of dune,
“Did
she
he
where
she
it?”
say
got
lie knew, and not the Sanhedrim.
c 'lacii■
1 have used them on grape 187;S, which yielded last summer thirtyasked.
protection. The British were well-organ
ry
and
•••' sviili the most
of
tour
milk,
ized, well-disciplined, experienced -ol
in
a
very
casual
she
mentioned
day
pounds per
‘les,
gratifying results, upway
rich. 1 had another of the same age that
diers—veterans, indeed, accustomed t“
Easter Blossoms.
er to the mulch, havthat it had once been the property ot a
war in all its rigor, and sustained in what
:g tin
who boarded with her, but
property
keep this moist, as gave only twenty-three one-quarter pounds
‘•Mr. Aylesbury is so passionately fond young girl
ever they did by a
t.
a- t
sickened
and
great nation, lint in
died.”
,M
rtility; hence they are per day ol milk, but it was extremely rich of tlowers,”
sighed Cornelia Arbutlmot,
face of all this array, was there a don. t
Not milk lor her age. My old cows yielded
.."Hi in a dr* aith.
a as
The
color
lelt
lace,
Philip
Aylesbury's
“that J
in the ranks ot tiie AmericanIn tinmuch more—one of them from forty-eight sinking into a chair, indolently,
*t the wood advanced,
and she could see that his nerves were
wish 1 could lind some rare exotic for
excitement ol the hour < aptain Suiitl
lit also, and I have be- to fifty-four pounds per day.
I tlic 1
shaken by the intelligence.
Average Easter.”
Lincoln, lull ol patriotic iinpul-es. w inn
,"c*l t it by the use of ashes yield ol butter per cow lor the year 1872,
“I am glad I was quick-witted enough
“There is one down at Dutont’s greenteered to dislodge the enemy at the in dg.
; a
l truit in general is improved, two hundred lorty-thrce and three-quarter
to throw him oil' the scent,” she thought
with
a
sneer.
her
sister,
suggested
with liis single company. Smith n id
d
i
iois- tea: in connection with thorough
to herself.
“There has been something
pounds; 1 led nothing but pasture from house,”
“A very rare plant, indeed, tor he asks fifiiis men to tiie field on tiie first alarm u, I
iias pioved to lie the case. May 12th, until October Oth, when they
arc..
serious
in
the
matter.”
dollars for a small pot!”
leaving lii.s horse at Wright 's tat cm
“I will not go home with you at presParticularly are lawns and dooryards in received some sowed corn and pumpkins ty
“Fifty dollars!” ejaculated Cornelia. ent, thank
the village, took his position on tin
■
i.cncf.teii by ashes. Apply at the while they lasted. 1 believe their milk
said
Mr.
handAylesbury,
you,”
“As well say fifty thousand. I ant siek
and joined in the council. Captain l».u
-ixt i
eighty bushels per acre, and butter are superii* in quality, color and tired of
ing Miss Arbuthnot into her carriage. “1
our pinch, pinch, economizof Acton, animated with tiie same I.
and
so
is
r
c S'
to
flavor
to
all
and
whether
the
other
breeds,
call round this evening.”
according
may
1
wish
condition.
Philip Aylesbury
ings. exclaimed, “I haven't a man tine
ashes in made of hard or sott wood their beef. They are always gentle; 1 ing
Miss Arbuthnot smiled sweetly, and
and take me out of it.”
afraid to go." This was tiie spirit show
hard s\ md ashes being the best. A coat never had one of them raise a foot to kick. would propose,
then
waved
her
hand
to him as the coach
“Time that he did,” observed Julia,
by tiie provincials, and it was decisive P
rolled away. At thft instant her eye fell
applied me i: three or four years will do. They are the most hardy ol all cattle; alafter all pa has done, for you."
was arranged that in the forward nne,
t la grape vines, fruit trees, and the garden
Kate
ways keep nice, fleshing up in the winter
into
the
Armory stealing
cried Cornelia, in a upon
ment Captain Davis, as commander "1 tin
thing!”
“Spiteful
I
or
biennial
and
find
off
the
summer.
church.
gi'in-ri!,
yearly
apmilking
during
lirst company of minute-men, should tab,
rage. “You know very well 1 cannot a.-ik
ai oil' most satisfactory.
Of course a
.“(food heavens! The Fates defend them
me.”
him to take
the right, which he did in a gallant man
of* used at each applieacss
from
she
ejaculated.
meeting!”
Si.iri'Eitv
Stkekts.
lind
CorShoes
fok
House
•T know where you can
one,
it was thought best that tiie min
ner.
The little sewing-girl stole into the
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lie believed himself God’s avenger, called to
and putting his accoutrements in order,
and was cautiously working his way over Analects of Confucius and the Positive Philos- execute
purpose. Kowen, out tine, well soaked distinguish it, and of no consequence
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How soon, in contact
and discipline. Most of them
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without cartridges aiul cartridge- from that time to noon there was hardly a cessation in the continuous stream of travel which
: thcv had to rely upon muskets ami :
By 10 o'clock
t into town from all directions.
their
drill,
With
military
powder-horns.
j1 there were at the lowest estimate as many a.-'
load
and
lire
could,
the British
perhaps,
THIRTY llMts.vMr PEOPLE IN THE STREETS,
more rapidly than the Americans, hut not i
Most
e.: which the procession was to pass.
with the same execution, as the British
massed themselves in the
spectators
soldiers tired from the breast and not from streets and fields near the Fitchburg depot,
With this experience as 1 tjien which the line was to start. Remarkably
the shoulder.
marksmen, the Americans intercepted the a-.si order was preserved. The procession
1 i lined according to the advertised programme
enemy at every point and at every turnon : tin di\isions on
Sudbury, Thoriean
the highway. Shots were tired from behind 1 ..ml Middle streets. Main,
The military companies
and
lu gan to arrive and form as early as S o'clock
every house, barn, wall, feme, tree,
corner.
After living from one.positmn the and the invited guests were promptly on hand,
so
Americans would tab bark, run forward lien. Barlow acted as Chid Marshal, and
well had he performed tin necessary preliminacross the Helds, and repeat the mano uvre
ary duties, that there was almost no hesitation
at a lower
point on the road. Their on the part of any organization in finding and
this
them
of
tiie
taking its place, and the procession then began
country gave
knowledge
immense advantage, while the British to move liiu ii curlier than was really expected
by many. The hour advertised was 9:30 and
were compelled to keep together on the
the start was not delayed 30 minutes after that
higliwat. which made the retreat a more time. The number of men taking part no estidisastrous cm to them. Any one can im- mate can approximate nearly.
|
agine how terribly they suffered in all
DLSTINC. DISHED VISITORS.
these engagements, ambuscades, and skirConcord, April 19. Among the distinguishmishes on that bright and glorious day for ed persons present besides the President and
America
Several of the enemy were Vice President were Secretary Fish. General
killed near Vile's tavern. Colonel Smith Babcock. Secretaries Belknap, Delano, RichPostmaster-General Jewell, Senators
was wounded in the
leg at Fiske's Hill, ardson, and Boutwell, Gen. Burnham, Comand Major Pitcairn hit in the arm and un- Dawes Xieuls.
modore
Representatives Burleigh, of
horsed there. His charger, a tine animal, Maine, U'Neil. of Pennsylvania, Hoar, of Massran over the fields, riderless, till
others: several United
captured achusetts and several
Governors Dingley, of Maine,
by an American, and, with the accoutre- States Judges;
of
New
Weston,
Hampshire, 1 eck. of Vermont
ments was
subsequently sold at auction Jugersoll. of Connecticut, and Lieutenant-Govin Concord.
Captain Nathan Barrett ernor Van Zandt, of Rhode Island.
bought the hostlers and pistols, marked
with Pitcairn's name, and gave them to
The Beecher trial was resumed un Mon(■eneral Israel Putnam.
day, alter a suspension of several days,

were

boxes

Concord
< oxcuui).

and

Mass.

Lexington!

April

17.

The

President

vevaaces.

rile finishing touches have been put on
die dec-orations, and the whole town is

defendant

searching

Grant arrived here at b.J."> this evening
\i> l.owell Railroad, and took carriages

to tlu- residence of
Judge Hoar, whose
guest lie is while in town. At 7 i\ m.. a
i’uilinau train of tour cars arrived iroui
x.
Albans, Yt., with Gen. Peek and other
Mate ■ ulieials an 1 tin- Ranson guards with
tin- st. Albans brigade Band and delegation of 7o citizen.The town is already
thronged with visitors and instinct with
life and bustle incident to ttie forthcoming grand celebration of the 19th.
Ri-.mxi.ton—9 1*. M
The inaugural addresses of the great centennial celebration
properly began at 7 o'clock to-night in
Town Hall, including public services and
a
discourse by Rev. William Adams of
New Yoi'k. The music was rendered by
a
large chorus and a military band. The
ha:, was densely packed, hundreds being
unable to gain admission. The exercises
wen ot a religious order and exceedingly
:npress;ve, the address ot Mr. Adams bcng listened to with marked and rapt attention by a vast audience. Alter the
opening porlormanee by the Brockton
l and, they withdrew to a mammoth tent
a
quarter mile up Main street, where theygave a selection ot sacred pieces, their
performances lasting until x JO. The tent
was we.i tilled with
people, hundreds having come in on trains and by private cob-
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very
undergoing
examination, in which he
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sustains himself pretty well, though with
occasional stumbling. Mr. Fullerton is
said to be unmatched in cross examina-

tion, and Beecher will lie lucky
capes without
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itness was asked to produce the card for
pubis ation which lie drew up with the sand ion
of Kinsclht. tie could not produce it; he had
it when he made his long statement to the committee.
Counsel read from the statement: "Moulton
copied it. and the original 1 have found in my
house."
Witness said probably lie then read it; he has
not looked for it very lately.
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Talk

About

It.

The third term ambition of Gen. Grant
is looming up as a big stumbling block

party. He keeps quiet and says
nothing himself, but allows his chief offilor the

the

Democrats,

arc

entitled to seats in that

body.
The matter

before the House

came

on

the loth, and the compromise was accepted by the passage of the following resolution—

in October.

racy are
their movements.

changes on contests.
This was adopted

ished

That result, moreover, will have
its intluence on the November elections,
and these in turn may practically decide
the more momentous issue of 1870.

contest.

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have Cm- address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.

Boston, Armi. isth.

patriotism in his soul i» tie*
place in this vicinity at present.
He who can say his great grandfather fought
referred in the Revolution, and can display some trophy

It will bo remembered that
consent of a large portion of the con-

permanent.

Resolved, by the General Assembly of the
State of Louisiana, That the said Assembly,
without approving the same, will not disturb
the present State government, claiming to have
been elected in lsT:t, and known as the Kellogg
government, or seek to impeach the Governor
for anv past official acts, and that henceforth
we will accord to said Governor all necessary
and legitimate support in maintaining the laws
and in advancing the peace and prosperity of
the people of this State, and that the House of
Representatives, as to its members as constituted under the award of Messrs. George K.
Hoar, W. A. Wheeler, W. 1’. Frye, Samuel F.
Marshall, Clarkson X'. Rotter, and William
Walter Phelps, shall remain without change except by the resignation or death of its members
until a new general election, and that the Sanate as herein recognized shall also remain unchanged except so far as that body shall make

public sentiment that will be turnprevious to the general November

state of
Administrators, Executors and Guardians

cordingly he wrote
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cidcdly out

of

to a committee of
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A solution of the difficulty in Louisiana
has been arrived at which bids fair to be

by
tending parties,

let the world kuow how brilliant be was.
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Settlement.

dispute was
republicans
ganization
Congressmen as arbi- of that memorable service, may play an imporcarry
Ohio,” he added, “was commenced in trators. These gentlemen, both Repub- tant part in the grand celebration and hubbub
that is going on in this pompous commonWashington two months ago. Nothing licans and Democrats, after a full hearing
but if one never felt much interest in
that they can do will be spared to carry of the case, have made a report. It de- wealth;
the outline of the family tree, and was
tracing
the state. This is now the keystone state.” clares that twelve members now holding
willing anytime to swap an old Revolutionary
Senator Thurman does not exaggerate seats in the Assembly, mostly Republi- musket for a
good modern shooter, he is of
the importance of the part ot Ohio in the cans, are not entitled to the same, and little account. XeitSfer will he b< apt to apprepending game ot national politics. There that ten persons claiming seats, mostly ciate the presence of Gen. Grant. And for that
of the
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and orders

of that
lie told

democracy

them that the great political battle ot this
year is to be fought in Ohio. “The or-
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state a word of wise warning,
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Tuesday's proceedings—

on.

speech

at

Thurman uttered to the

THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 1875.

brief

TILTON'S “TRUK STORY."
The "Ragged Edge" letter was taken tip and
il> expressions explained as witness had already
done on the direct examination. Witness continued: it was about December, lspJ. he was
ailed upon to hear Tilton's “True Story" read.
This was alter the publication of the W'oodhull
scandal. Tilton said, before reading it. “There
is oin- sentence; if you can stand that, you call
stand the whole of it;" and so the witness
thought himself when he heard it.
The sentence was here read by counsel, accusing Beecher of having asked Mrs. Tilton to
be a wife to him, with all that it implied.
IJ.—Now. Mr. Beecher, i- that a correct statement of what was read?
A.—it is correct.
VJ.—Now, Mr. Beecher, when that accusation
was r« ;id to you. why didn't you stand up and
belli that charge?
A.—Mr. Fullerton, that is not iu\ maimer of
! tiling with men and tilings.
Ftibcrton—I perceive that, and we will pass

a

The

republicans

have

■

anticipated

the

democrats in their realization of these
tacts, and for two months past, as Senator
Thurman says, they have been prepuing
to capture the key of the position by a
desperate organized effort to carry Ohio

Fortunately the Ohio democwaking up to the significance cd

Dealer sounds

a

The Cleveland I'lain

timely

alarm.

It -ay-

five Democrats and

against
It i- evident Unit the republicans retsignizc
tbc fact that they must carry > duo next fail, or
Republicans.
of
the
abandon all
cans,

by the vote of fortyforty-four Republi-

thirteen Democrats and live

Mr. Drury, one of the unhope
keeping
organization
that
together for anything like a show in IsTti. Ohio seated, made an explanation saying
is to he th' battle ground upon which republi- he desired to be
on record as conplaced
canism will stake it* last chance—the Waterloo
of the party, it is apparent that thi- is so from curring in the decision of the Congresthe tone and admissions f the leading radical
sional Committee for the sake ot peace
press, and the fact that some of the most nroininent leaders, as Blaine. Morton, t oi.kling,
Logan and others, hat r been engaged to stump
the state.

and

harmony,

and

expressed

a

hope

that

matter, isn't it

absurd thing for crowds of
to follow the President about, when he

people
is certainly
a

not

distance

an

person to be admired, even at

a

But

women

are

worshippers

nat-

urally.

be

"brought

to

a

Acbureau and wanted to

take.
was a

under the

sun.

the

dine with the Commercial Club there. And
perhaps they stayed till dusk, even after Grant
had dined and wined and taken the train for

Concord; for it doubtless

occurred to
banquet ball was

never

these ladies that the private
the other side of the house, and that gentlemen would naturally enter by the gentlemen's

on

he city will he almost depleted tomorrow. and thousands will be cu routi for
Lexington and Concord, living from comfort

entrance.

I

to bang, bluster, confusion, and a mad and jostling crowd—the brave elements of a | atriotie
celebration.
Madam KudersdortV, the r.\-singor hut now
sinavssful voeal teacher, gave last wck a little
birthda) part) for her daughter. \vh«* ha- reIl wa- a
eently come here from London.
ghostly allair, for all were disguised in -he«‘ls,
pillow eases, and masks. Nevertheless, it was

a

house

dwelling

Mathews Bros', sash and blind factory is now
on full time.
Lecture at the North Church next
"Life."

Sunday

Evening—Subject

A large number of Belfast fishermen left ou
Monday for Gloucester.

ili-n.i. nation has been appointed postmaster

the Katahdin

V nion.

A

The Katahdin left her wharf Suudav for up
river, having lain here just twelve weeks.

Guild A: Delano, jewellers on Winter Si. Bosrobbed of *2000 in diamonds. Friday

at

Baltimore beggar has retired from bu-iliess with a fortune of ggG.OOO.
ton, were

John Donahue

a

adopting

A. S. Redman, of Belfast, last week slaughtered a nine mouths old pig that weighed fob

pound-.
The steamer Piute-er mu-1** an excursion
down the harbor .Saturday evening to try
machinery.

them.

The sell. Jack 1 kiyvning, before reported sunk
Holt’s wharf, lias been condemned and

The French government promises to give
every tacility to French exhibitors at tile American centennial.

near

being stripped.
Business i- exceedingly dull at the Belfast
shoe faetorv, owing to a falling off in the u-ue

The Waterville Mail says that a little French
boy had tile end of his nose bitten oil b\ a dog
lie was teasing.

spring

store,

II is thought the troops will have t.. remain in
the Pennsylvania coal regions for some lime to
prevent serious trouble.
A violent snow storm occurred in northern
New Hampshire and Vermont Suiiilav niglu.
and from twelve to fifteen inches ti ll.
That’s

have in repairing the
bole in tin- bag. then sew
it up again, and charge the Department three
dollars.
a

neat

wav

cut

orders.

The Belfast Cornet Baud have changed their
baud room. They are now in tin- old Railroad

I he students Ot Bowdoill College have voted
to send a six-oared crew to tin* Fniversiiv racial Saratoga in June.

mail-bags. First

The Belfast Advertiser thinks that the battle
Lexington and Concord took place ■/«tie U*.

1875.

blown to pieces Saturday
percussion factory in New

was

by an explosion in
liaveti.

The Pullman ears arc a great success in England, and nearly all the great railway lines are

atternoon, in

building

running

Gos.su>.

Senators were excluded from the Senate chamber during his brief stay. They were also at
ladies' reception room and parlor, because they
had read that the presidential party would

B. F. Harmon is
Miller street.

new

Miss Can netted *1000 from her concert in
Portland tile other evening. This is singing to
some purpose.

the Parker House in the

on

on

Generalities.
at

city commenced

Monday.

It is well to be assured that Solomon

fool, and that there is something

City and County.

The high school in this

out," at the expense of that insti-

tution. saying that it would be for the manager’s
interest, as liis subjects were of sueli “startling
novelty"’ and interest that they could not fail to

•State

They actually went in droves up to the
House, Saturday morning, and spent the
forenoon there, and then all hut the wives of

News of the

they
a

Carleton A Norwood's Horn* mills at Camden
are m arly ready to run and tin completeness
of the machinery is not surpassed by the Western mills.
The 1’ress says that the Kocklaltd police seized
t hive I Kirrels ot the intox ieat mg be\ erage Saturday night. It was on a dra\ being transported
lrotn Thouiastou.

over

\V. K. Thoma-

When the ice started doyy

n

tie bay. tie-

luouu-

through it like t plow share, throyy
to each side huge furrow- ,it ihi. k ice
The brig Lizabel, owned in this city
inent cut

Boston, lias been taken to railroad
where she u ill undergo some repair-.

in

1

yvhart,

The hell is now rung three times a day m
feeble, and uncertiun wav. < an’t th* re Plittle more muscle put into tie- bu-ine---

a

rhe steamer Citv of iiiehni mid male her iir>t

landing on 'ITiesday. She had a very heavy
freight, mostly provisions for count! v dealer-.

»rdThere are about lifteeu lmmlred
spirited, at least in the beginning, for the
wood at dilleivut landings mi the ea-t -at- t
“winding sheet” was a novel experience to
the Rockland market. Lt i- now being -to; ped
nearly all present, and it w as hard to get over
Samuel Calderwood, son ot ex-Sherirl’t‘ahlerthe impression that there was a possibility of W(,od ot
t
All the loaded vessels in the harbor to..k
Belfast, a graduate of the Boston Medicarrying on a new flirtation w ith a east-oil'ad- cal l niversity, ha> eonuneneed tlie praeti« of vantage of the strong north we>t wind. Sun
mirer. The spirits came anon, however, at medicine at Skowhegan.
day, ami went t«»-*a. A large uumhri arrived
the choice little banquet, when two delicious
The estimates for the California crop- are same day.
kinds of punch, made after the most cninm-aii something ama/.Ing. The agricultural products
This is the season when the judicious vs
for the year are expected to yield well on t»» a
rcceipc, forced all unpleasant thought- and ill- hundred millions of dollars.
v.
man of the house ha.- f»*r dinner pai. aktimed suggestions into the background. But
map!*1 syrup, and her hu-:>>n<! |ta.c'h !i
Seth
the
known lish
not

»;

the adjustment would lie carried out in
spokesmen to proclaim a third
made a similar
safety of the party. Upon
While warning its friends against the good laith. Mr. Wright
and expressed a like aspirathis subject the St. Louis Republican
explanation
of
DealPlain
the
over-eontidenee,
dangers
(Democratic) says that the Republican er shows plainly that the democracy will ration fur the peace ol Louisiana. Mr.
defeat in Connecticut cannot fail to pro- enter the October canvass w th nearly all Poindexter (colored) had a few words to
lie withdrew, he said, with pleasduce an impression on the Republican the
prestige and advantage on their side. say.
Creen,
well
eulturi.st, has
because
the man to take his seat was it was on a rare salad that Madam Uud> -d"i if
to
The
shock
will
thorn
leaders.
The recent local elections resulted in a ure,
bring
during the present season distributed four hun- cookery.
their senses and force them to see the in- most reassuring demonslrat'on ot demo- one who owned him in tormer days, and staked her reputation. It was compounded of dred thousand salmon-trout fry in lakes and
William Pitcher, Ks p, v
But there rivers in various parts of the country.
she derlaml.
exorable alternative before them—a repu- cratic strength and unity. In Cincinnati, his hands were not stained with political thirty-six ingredients,
bruised last winter, met with moth
terribly
in
the
Thomas”
A curious incident happened at. Hartford Wedwas a ‘4doubting
company,
accident on Friday, by falling among th** !<••
diation of tixe administration, or certain Johnson, the democratic candidate for blood. He knew the gentlemen would
where
rats
invaded
the wareand all wondered at hi- te- nesday night,
who made bold
.,•!• p
ice under his wharf, by whieh his
rooms of a commission merchant and devoun d
defeat in 1870. The reasoning that leads mayor, was elected by G,.TJ7 majority, on not go against the Civil Rights Bill. Mr
merity, for it is well understood that the madam in canaries out of a stock received on consign- was wrenched and tii- h« ad cut.
to this conclusion is sharp and short: The
the largest vote ever cast in the city. Two Johnson, ol De Soto, made his valedic- has never brooked opposition—to assuiv ln-r ment.
We publish to-day -ennmi mi 1 a- HJu. c.
The Friendship fishermen caught and sold
Republicans carried New Hampshire in years ago his majority was 1,000; and last tory, and expressed an entire willingness that he could only taste twentv-nine.
the mouth of March over 'Jo,ouo lobsters, of C onscience. 1>\ the Rev. I. 1. Bixby. t!.
during
March by denouncing the third term ; they tall the democratic majority on the state to retire, for tiro sake ot peace. Mr. TySpeaking of Madame UiidersdortPs vocal for which they received about >i.ouO. Four
\ niturian
cials and
term

as

a

the

e

—
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failed to carry Connecticut because perhaps they tailed to denounce the third

In Cleveland the demo- ler and all lhe*othev unseated ones made teaching, reminds me that she has just secured
This gives to the con- for one of her pupils a position in the Kellogg
crats elected their entire -ity ticket by similar farewells.
Those who believe that singers
over 2,000 majority, with a majority of servatives the advantages which they are | opera troupe.
hisgrow and are not made, ought to hear her
to
the
election
of
last
entitled
under
demoColumbus
also
went
the council.
year,
She is a lady, between twenty-live and
tory.
cratic by CIS, a larger majority than has and places them in control of the House
thirty, who spent her life in a musical circle,
Put
been given in that city in ten years. The of Assembly. It leaves Kellogg in the never thinking she herself had a voice.
democrats also elected their tickets in Governor's chair, but clips his wings for one cannot live surrounded by singers without
The getting ambitious to be able, like them, to be
Zanesville. Troy. Lima, lmovrus, Crest- mischief by an adverse Legislature

ticket

was

3.80J.

smacks are employed carry ing lobsi. i- p.
market.
The Initial States do vermin u;. by its agent
or contractor, is preparing to build a
lighthouse on Bound Island or in near proximity to
it, at the mouth of Maehias river, the pivk.-nt

,*

pu
gentleman who so ably till- the
pit in til’d ci’y. lt present- an \
ling of a suggestive theme and will repay

term; therefore the whole party must
mass of flags, banners and
perusal.
Keen* ancient landmark is derepudiate Grant, or prepare for a national
A lady who la.-* week arrived trmn < bin.
and
its connection with the historic
noted,
defeat. It. does not matter a particle that
attendant l<*r her children
as an
season.
brought
events ot tlie day, tomorrow to be celeSaturday, when he called on Mrs. Moulton, this
1 >. K now It on A Co. are building a postal, ex- young Chinaman, with pigtail, wooden shoe-,*
be faulty; tiie Republicans
logic
may
brated, marked by mottoes and inscrip- he was in indignation and denounced Tilton's
a
press and baggage ear for that branch of the
m
He is the fir-; natc.
chopsticks. A*
tions
The grand tent stands on the right treachery and rottenness in pretending to keep may have been doomed to defeat in ConF. A M. C. Railroad which runs from Watertie
secret,
while
wish
somebody
to
Central Flowery Kingdom ever ^een here, and
thing
ng
ol the little knoll on widen the
ville
to Skowhegan.
It
is
to
be
first
class
in
necticut
all
even
had
denounced
“seventy bring it out so that lie would appear to be the
though they
its arrangements.
greatly attracts the attention of d oung America
embattled farmers*1 stood, directly oppo- sutlercr. Witness did not then
world, and to warble away
lie on the sofa the third term; very probably that would line, Dayton, Wooster, aim all excepting conservatives can manage to endure Kel- happy in an ideal
j
I
he
lirst
of
the
season
cam-*
at
oil’
and
the
So
became
are
locat“spell”
she
site,
or anything else, but he was down on Moulton.
The town of I’nity in thi- state. w a- n
possessed
the cares of real life.
press headquarters
Nevertheless, it is mayor in Chillicothc. < hi the other hand, logg until the election of next year, when
Rockland, Friday night. The first prize, >10.
to raise any tax thi- vear. tiiey haved in a house which dates its erection pre- However, it was not an uncommon thing for not have saved them
compelled
of a desire to cultivate her voice. She came to w as awarded
to lk C. ( ’liild ; the second to Mrs.
vious to the Ifith ol April, 177b. It is him to lie down on the sofa while waiting for the inevitable reasoning of a defeated the republicans barely succeeded in keep- he will be succeeded by a conservative. Boston and took lessons for a time ot ( arl < has. B.
ing enough money already in their treasury
Ik
Moore.
C.
aw.
l.ittletield was
rded
Moulton, and as he can never lie down withpav their -fate and minty tax* -, old all ne>
As matters stand now, a Republi- ing possession ot such party strongholds The people of the state and the country Zerrahn. who
gaily deeoratcd and inscribed with “One out having his feet covered since ho had the
finally decided that it was usc- a primer for first misspell.
-ary expenditures for town purpose-. Hupp-*
hay party.
ot tin original witnesses of the battle* ol fever. Mrs. Moulton
Behold! how good and how oh astmt
tow
ill
used to throw something can defeat in 1876 is assured.
are
to
be
V sneak thief was recently dragged out by a
congratulated upon this settle- I less for her to attempt to sing. She however
''
Something, as Toledo, Springfield and Xenia. The
the liMh.*' The day has been a line one, over him. He distinctly remembers he was not
it is for brother- to dwell together in
from
liis
nlace
under
the
front
Budersdorll.
policeman
Madame
hiding
went
to
which
it
is
and
will
ment.
r
the
sums
result
hoped
dournal.
finally put j persisted
Kennebec
up
and the ground is dry and walking good. lying on the sofa during the visit Mrs. Moulton and something desperate too, must be Columbus Statesman
of
the house he lent robbed. “What a
"tuop
With her she studied for :i year, or more, ami
spoke of. lb- does not recollect hearing Mrs. done to alter the situation what shall this in the
1 lie air is chilly; otherwise
stoop-hid fellow he must have been!” remarkOn Thursday night lad. about ten
;
following inspiring style : “We cer- to rest a very threatening difficulty.
everything Moulton's
testimony that she kissed him. He
her voice is not purely a natural nuc. the bright man of the N. V. Com. Adv
betokens a line day for the culminating has the
though
rascal hurled a brick through the winsome
impression that he suggested the ques- he but a disavowal of the administration, tainly have good reason to rejoice over the
its
use' that her nu lled
in
skill
such
she
celebration.
acquired
tion to his counsel and whispered it or wrote it and of
Beecher's chivalry for woman is shown in dow of Dodge’s saloon. It broke tie gk»",
In the nomination of Artemas Libby,
that personal policy of the admin- result, not only in our city, but throughthe
Mr.
Hess,
manager having Mrs. Moulton asked if she did not kiss
is very much admired.
on a slip of paper, and therefore he must have
Hli: < al VI
CM.KliH VTION AT
I.i:\INdTON.
struck tin >h a
heard it. He never tool Mrs. Moulton she was istration under which the party is stagger- out the state.
Cleveland leads off with Lsq. to be an Associate .Justice of the Su- of the Kellogg troupe, was invited by Madame him—this great, oily lubber, who has kissed all went through the eurtain. and
In:\i\(.i<>\. April 1». '» A. }J. With the
rase near which Mr. Dodge was standing,
1 ke a section of the day of judgment or any kinthe
animal
creation
hi*
on
and
mouth
has
ot
Gov.
Court
put
everyMaine,
Dingley
iitTiuonc Tor ut J<) deg. a cloudless skv ushered
to its fall P Tossing overboard the two thousand, while such old republi- preme
Budersdortf to hear this pupil sing, and the redred phrase. He will swear that he used no ing
thing but the Bible, [(leorge Alfred Town- ! evident intention was to hit him, as In a
in tie- i♦ t!i ol' April, the
a courteous, considerate, and
anniversary of tliai phrase that would justify such a
performed
sult was an engagement to make her debut last send.
can strongholds as Ashtabula, Norwalk,
Jonah
not
save
the
Acpresidential
saying.
ship
;
may
lcriou- da\ Ibr America." one hundred years
plainly v i>ih!< from the street.
to his best recollections he did not sav
At ti\«- o'clock the historie old town was cording
but it is the only experiment that can be Painesvill? and Akron have gone demo- politic act. While Mr. Libby’s legal ac- week in Philadelphia, as Siebel in Faust. After
loseph Church A Co., are having built a preakin
to
it
and
that
he
won't
Alter the engine had unshnekn-d ir m inanything
beyond
go'.
iii"! in« t w :h life and bustle and with
the engagement, of course, her trial began, she cise model of their Rorgy Oil Factory, at Round
ringing of
There was never any conversation, directly made, and therefore,
it will be cratic. With such indications as wo can quirements and judicial mind eminently
the scale of which is one-fourth of an j dovvii train Saturday noon, a fn ight
bell- and booming ot cannon the imagination
probably,
Rond,
beand
her
to
had then
or indirectly, between him and Mrs. Moulton
part constantly,
study
inch to a foot. It is to be perfectly completed the track near tin- Y\ ool
made.
readily ic.-un-ed to tin distant past when the about
gather troin the figures before us, we will tit him for the position, the appointment ing very pretty and much given to social enjoy- and
Factory stream, ovvin
a statement or confession to the church.
s,,
*vmbatTi farmers" stood upon the green, rearranged as to work satisfactory at the
the
fact
that
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from
Witness remembers saying on his direct testidozen
Governor
Allen
from
l
re-elect
to
significant
or
t<. a had joint in the rail, breaking
the Republican leaders to declare
by
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(ireat Centennial exhibition.
snhed “I then- must be war that it should bements and innumerable flirtations, it wa- a
that Mr>. Moulton never made a certain
is a Democrat, representing the fifty sc\ere task. She was
-in li'Tf.
1' was ivpjae.-d w th e.e
1. ng before day carriages, wagons mony
more of sleeper'
in
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and
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a
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repeatedly imperfect
fifty
give
The Chipman silver mine in Newlmrvport,
democracy
and i" d<--;nan> began pouring into the town, statement "of her own accord." Perhaps he against
Nad it been thrown entirely off
had said what lie ought not to have said: he
difficulty.
Ma-s., has hern sold to New 'i <»rk parties for
of an important national contest would be good send-otf lor the presidential cam- thousand voters who are in a political her lessons, and Madame Rudersdortf win* felt
booths and extemporized restaurants went up
million
meant
dollars—a good price for an old sheep would have been pivij-ir a ted <! \v n an embank
that
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influenced
by Moulton.
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the
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The
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state.
own
that
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orniT. and conspicuous amid the
policy
minority
an unusual and
desperate proceeding; it paign of 187G.”
pasture. Other parcels of land w.-re sold for
or lift eon feci
WALKS WITH MRS. TILTON.
! 'atri- Ti>- enthusiasm of the occasion shown tin
dominant party has for nearly a quarter was lm small one, upbraided, reasoned with >11.non. 'This iniimnsc -ai.- .-auseil great ex- ment ten
would be like an army deposing its comaati".'ial instin«-t for gain. At !* A. AJ.
W itness denied
-aid
e\
m
w
ain Newburyport.
li
turns,
citement
at
her
emphatically that he ever had
i; iim-'l
ith*:
and stormed
On >a:urd t\ two sni.di
by
of
from
the
court
all
The
Centennials.
a
excluded
century
t: !<*d to obtain the services or advice of «»eneral
i ji l: whom, jown was aliyi:
mander before going into battle.
But the
♦ hat there was a tr:c’i<* scene, in which the un,*
and 1-os' i»rok« tliroiigh tin->.i
A liiv broke out in the bui’lings on the < yru1
I*
..<■*ih-tler. and continued: With regard to the
a'l..
"..Uoni ibed Lo tin pnrt.y
"■
ith moving, bustling hutnanitv
loi-2 r»ritir»o I. nml fU/a
mill the
~r„intrv
lias
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situation
for l’merv place in Hampden, it *2 o'clock Friday ford
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»>•«,
grateful pupil was indignantly m>uo
whajyf. and wouid hav l>< n h >\\ i
monster i**nt>, with tin n* decorations, flags
creed.
That
this
lias
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narrow
of
the
servance
of
hundreutn
one was a short one in the summer of LS71; he
mukeivaries
policy
lent and dangerous as it is, may have to
ti
failing to comprehend the importance of the morning. A house and ell occupied by two tor the as.'i'tanc "I Mr. <» a- \\<-\
ami -t reamers fluttering from every liouse, pre- had
met her accidentally in the street; another
.amilies, a barn with three horse- and several
sented at one** a must cheering and inspiring
A dominant party, that the great events of the war which achieved and illiberal cannot be denied by any one situation. If this was so, there was also an head of eattie were
a- a;
man from the steaim r ha*a! din. w
tino• he met her in Montague street uud lie be resorted to.
b\
the
llame-.
destroyed
'l ie- arrangement* ill every particMli[♦*ii
waiked down as far as her house; lie is not a
their rescue.
The n
was ><* t..
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lias wielded the national forces of a great the independence ot this country. One ol who w ill fairly consider the bearing of anti-climax before her departure for Philadel- Fo>s between >'*2000 and >\'!ou0.
a ar nr.
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uuplete. The monster tent in
and can't tell how many yards or
Our courts are for the inter- phia in which teacher and pupil were (bided in
a
wlii. li i- t<* be -ciw. ti the grand dinner presents surveyor,
the most stiring is that commemorated on the ease.
The Independent thinks that the next Pre-i- Wells himself broke ilip.tmii
rods; he cannot recall the street so is to tell country as freely and wantonly as the Re.i
remarkable striking appearance, and is pro'•»:»'
and enforcement of the laws a theatrical embrace, while the former »-xeited- 'lential election will be the hardest fought con- the bovs. although he had
how many blocks: thinks it was in he after- publican
111■ -«1 by all \v lio liu\ ••-eioj it the most perj!■
party has wielded them fcr four- Monday last—that lilth ol April when the pretation
“Remember my reputation F in | test through which the republican organization
noon, and left her at her own door; does not
i \ arranged and liberal 1 >
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and
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administration
ot justice. Our ly exclaimed,
t.ever seen
<eivd fr**m \\ ir.wrp.-rt
ha>
ever passed; and, as things now look, tiesupplied
remember what his errand was. or where he teen years, cannot afford to abdicate with- king’s troops made their midnight march
your hands!"
"ii :t publit occasion—four hundred ami ten feet
that a summer temperature prex a.l« tin-:
A
was going;
to assert that
he conversed with her. hut not out lirst
party has not a man to spare and not a fi e nd
"ii_ and -evenly feet wide with a central wing
It is certain that Mr. Murray will preach whom it can atb>rd to alienate.
exhausting every means to save to Lexington ami Concord, and there shod opponents will hardly care
about the scandal; did not ask her if the charge
hat curiously eon.stnn i.-d ot straw, with <»pe;:_
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again
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weary
great
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•! to u«. a spec r.n
thret thousand. >♦ veil hundred and forty perHie postmaster at Kmbdeii Centre ha- been work ventilation, i- •■\j.r.
• "ok
it for granted that it was, and y* t walked
We believe in a different governmental policy hold private meetings toconsult about the pros- removed in consequence of viotatiug the in- of the head
consent to come down irom their flict which resulted so gloriously.
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rememthrough
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morning, and the most « xlcrbitant prices were bers
have not a slarge a stake as themselves in pect of a new church for him, but their lips arc struction s of the I’ost-t Mice department, by
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We expect
going with her in a carriage to (Greenwood high places and gnaw their nails in impo- present our readers with sketches both of
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ing the river at Hog brook, about a mile below
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’li w ind has blown for two
days,
.1

to

hotel

r.
di'* barged Monday, ami went over
ih». railroad to parties in the interior.

::li

one was

ferred Strout of Portland.

t' phosphates that has been on
earg"
m !i.
Ht-ien Murr, frozen in the bay all

" r

u

but il

most

his property, real and personal, to his wife daring
life, and aftjr the payment of sundry
small legacies, the residue and remainder, both real
and personal, to go to his tw o daughters, Mary G.
and Rebecca I. Whitmore.
N. G. Hichborn late of Stockton, iu which he gives
$500 to each of his five children, $500 to W. II.
Rogers, his adopted son, and the balance of his property, of every description, he bequeaths to his wife,
and at her decease, whatever may be left, to be
divided equally among his children.
Timothy Chase late of Belfast, wherein he devises
his homestead to his two

daughters, Mary

E. Allard

desirable houses for business men and Susan R. Barker, the balance of his estate, real,
personal and mixed, he devises to his four cnildren.
Eastern men will find it up
Melissa Moore, having at a previous term of the

and tourists.
to

the

worthy

Tuesday.

1

*»f Mrs. Susannah lb, widow of
11
l’- bo :ib \, removes from among us
de.-ds of kindness,
i«iy wli
benevolence,
'Nil i"i>g keep her
memory green, and
•'
!i
'•
l.tim-iit. ! death is mourned
by hosts of
riemK

times in every particular, and
of patronage. See advertisement

upon the representation of the municipal of
ficers, been adjudged non compos, and II. Ilayford
having been appointed her guardian, now presents
a petition that said guardian may be discharged and
her property restored toiler. Upon a full hearing
by the Court, the prayer of the petition was sustained, and her guardian discharged.
Court,

-.
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p- our teacher, and no
11-*kaci «' Phinm v.
a;mi
\\
IjOthkojv
Wi M.nIIAWI OIU*.
N c rs n s PAKKKll.
Hi nrv P. Wiim:.
P. Drow n.

:

1
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<>ti

the doors and the glasses torn from the
windows. Everywhere ruin and debris
The houses that had
were observable.
stood in the vicinity of the warehouse
It was known
were blown to splinters.
that several buildings in the vicinity had
been occupied by poor families and the inmates were all missed.
After diligent
search amid the burning ruins a ghastly
human lorm, black, charred and smoking
was brought forth—a horrid sight, that
chilled and sickened the thousands of people who had assembled there. The body
was that ol a man, but so begrimed and
burned out ol all semblance to anything as
Soon another bod}'
to be unrecognizable.
was raked up from the bottom ol a pile of
burning debris, and likewise proved to be
It was a
the remains ot a young man.
steaming and noisome mass of roast< u
and shapeless llesli. The terrible work
went on until eighteen bodies of both
males and females were taken from the
ruins.
The property loss was nearly a
million dollars.
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■n
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Railroad eotnpanv.
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Livingston, Oapt.
,M< Donald. arrived Sunday from
i
i.. with liard
pine timber for
in

The

i’ri s.'Dtt Ilazcltine, C’apt.Ed.
| Monday from same place,

a"'' \

for Carter & Co. The
and a bet was made beis awiieli would arrive at Belfast
'I'lu‘ lla/i Itiii.' sailed April
Sth, and the
The latter arrived here
ingston tli" 'll
1

a-

*

i

r"iii'
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'ir

a
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i.

•I'saa
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Jia/'■!tin.■. whieli made a harHav.'ii tor one night, arrived
.-el- 11, l,in-s here, and tlie

'li'

fiir

IV

1.inin_

as

to

length.

lit,.'

mind in
j.resene"
lir-t person to miss at
s|
ling m ncli in tiiis city received a cab!'"U.|tiet. it didn't evoke a hit of fun. See
•w dirt', rently t fell out at
Lewiston, according t,, tin- Journal—
i hi-

of

U li.-ii tiie

is;

r- ,n to mi-- presented himself beauthori; n- and was presented with a
tin,I highly esteemed vegetable—the
.'.as,:!ii which tic was crowned amid the
moutInis. -ti. i| |.1 anWith a spirit of
-d.M in,'gat
cliaruiing n tlie extreme, the
ri."i oi'i:i,
..listrihuted sprays
t 1
cat a"-!i, ad to one after unothsr of tike
monad
mnd.-d spellers, as they fell from
dc r iii,,-. -hiding up their wounds and
pourm
.iisolatioii and
thiiagc. Then it hapv Icn the
'poll ended there was not
the entire audience.
a;'-;

I"
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o

|
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tlie wharves will he lively for
-d-i'.- iion-cs arc well tilled with

,,|o

s.

"id

flic

shipped,

c

following

are

I

alter tlie breaking up of
\nnio Bliss, hay. for Savannah ;
s.li, A. ", Ellis, hay. for Wilmington; sell.
Moses }
otatoes, i >r Baltimore, by Pitcli1;-

■

A

id;

1;

s

,,|i.,!

Empire, hay, for Boston;

li-

Banner and Lizzie Poor, potatoes, for
it'-: -li. and -,li Fannie A Edith, potatoes, for
I,, v,
li
mu■
1-. Matin ws A Baker. Sell.
f. 1

s-

',ii.

-me

Fon,

Ml.-:

to

ha\, for Wilmington, by Win.
h. Florida, with ice, loaded

,d.

-"li-'

her A

P

F. White,forJaekson-

t;

i

di

■

....

,r

i."

line

sell. Ralph Howes with
place.—Pitcher & Gor-

'.'ing in.urtn of corn, and one
-it
discharged bv Woods, Mathews,
Win. Pitcher A Son are discharging

It,.

lt d Beach piaster,

"i

eg

flie Sr I-in. mi; .Tr i it ct ai Corui, Judge Di.koi
imnicneed it- April session
de-dp. fhe following is a list
of the juror—
li Its i
1

Adams, Searsmont.
init s 31. < liahm-rs. Tro\.
( t'W,, Knox,
I
'iik A. ( olcord, Senrsport.
a Fi.-:«1-. Lincolns ille.
< »rav. Monts iile.
\
?miii 1’. 1 (all. AVintcrport.
Ii'. Hatch. Waldo.
M. K nowlton. Nnrthporf.
"g
1 am is Mard»-n. Prospect.
1 ai:
1 >. Madieu s. S’. •ckton.
n

>

■1

u.

Sprowl, AVinterport.

1L >iccper, Belfast.
l ess nsend, Belfast.
T. I > r.bomas, Belmont.
i:. it. Tibbetts, Palermo.

<

a _•

•A:-'

STE1!M MI’llAiai'S.

K. Vi<-ken, I nity.
\\
1 lam Weymouth, Burnham.
31. P. Woodcock, Belfast.
-•■--■ph II. Stevens, "Thorndike.
1 in
a-e of I’alh u vs. (Bidden, for malicious
o’, "ii, gross ing out of the famous Paler1 ii.»c-

--

mo rum

I d:*
i'

i

ty

trial

Wednesday.

Tie- spelling mania has reached this
and tie tirst match was held on Mon-

»»»k

3Ji.-- S. F. Koberts took the first
ami Bcn.i. Kowe tin* second.

•«

i’i/e,

a-w was on

iiinnr.

Li n•>i

About

\ \ ii.ij

o'clock Thursdiscovered in the barn

<ione.

flic Advents m this place still
proclaim lie immediate coming of the end of
*as the day last fixed
upon,
but (>ubrii 1 went back on them.
Some thirteen
»im

efsons

ti:ip1i/.e*l within the week preI Imy were dipped
that dab
through

\\

senger was sent for her bviRband and doe
When Mr. llall approached his home
tor.
he discovered his wile standing at the
parlor window, watching and waiting lor

e:

hoire of locations

t

.The
os

place

on

formerly held by the wiekambridge came to her wharf in
the 17th. She was greeted by a

1 In; third term contest in tiie

liepubgrowing in bitterness. The
Washington Republican, the President’s
I'gan, is permitted to stigmatize those
*s

who don't fall in with it, in this

coarse

style—
(be third party movement asserts itself
and the rotten, discontented element of the ltepublican party is sloughed oil to attach its
stinking self to that movement, the third-term
proposition grows in public favor.
As

—Maine is not the only sufferer from
cold weather. The thermometer on Sunday was very low in the middle and
southern states. There was snow in Ken-

tucky, Indiana, Ohio,

New York and Virginia, with iee and frost as far south as
Georgia. It lias been one of the coldest

springs
is

ever

known.

—The spelling match,

played

out.

Let’s have

as a

An old criminal wtis once asked what was
the step that led to his ruin, when he answered :
“The tirst step was cheating a printer out of a
two years subscription—when I had done that,
the devil got such a grip on me that I could never shake him oil'."’

ARRIVED.
April lhtli, Schrs. Exact, Parker, Gloucester.
Albert Jameson, Candage,Boston
Swallow, Carlon, Calais.
‘•
Lightboat, Wood. Newcastle,Del
J. W. Sawyer, Orchard, Baltimore.
ik

Win. It. Page, Hillard, X. V.
C. Mathews, Wentworth, Boston
Clarisa Pherson. Wescott, do
T. II. Livingstone, McDonald,
Jacksonville.

Over-Exertion, either of body or mind,
produces debility and disease. The usual remedy is to take some stimulant, the effect of
which is the same as giving a tired horse the
whip instead of oats. The true way is to fortify the system with a permanent tonic like the
Peruvian Syrup, (a protoxide of Iron,) which
gives strength and vigor to the whole system-

SAILED.
April lhtli, Schrs. Lillian, Ryan, Boston.
Lizzie Poor, Dickey, Boston.
do
Banner, Coombs,
do
Empire, Ryan,
do
Earl, Cunningham,
sinbad, Dyer, Winterport.

kk
-•

Mrs. Evarts said to Mr. Evarts yesterday
morning, --< Jet up and open the dampers, William."- ami Mr. Hearts said absently, turning
over for another nap.
“Your Honor will please
note my exceptions.”

kk

Fannie and
timore.

Eveline, Bagley, Richmond.
Ann Eliza, Clark, Winterport,
Annie Bliss, Simmons, Savannah
II. T. TowiiM-ml, Wilder, Wilmington.
W. G. Eadie, Ryder, Vinalhaven
Moses Eddy, Warren, Baltimore.
P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s

*•
•k
••

‘•Camp-Meeting’’ John Allen has attended
over 240 camp meetings and made
probably a
hundred thousands public prayers and exhortations, yet bis voice is kept as clear and strong
as ever bv the use of
Adamson’s Botanir
Ciiui/h Balaam. Sample free to all clergymen
at the drug stores.
What is the longest word in the English language '<
Smiles; because there is a'mile between the tirst and last letter.

IMPORTANT

TO

TRAVELERS.

k*

ki

k‘

Harbor.
Forest Queen, Lewis, Portland.
.Martha A. Brewer, McFarland,
Rockland.

k

2()

Edith, Bartlett, Bal-

TONS WHITE MIDDLINGS

I Just received per Schr. Lizzie J. Clark, and for SaltLow at Win. Pitcher Sc Sons, by
t I'd J
F. C. PITCHER.
April JO, 1875.

Administrator’s Sale.
'VS

fV

ILL be sold at Public Auction by virtue of a
licence from the Court of Probate for the

County of Waldo, on Tuesday, the first day of June,
A. D. 1875, at two o’clock in the afternoon, at Frankfort, tit tin* otlice of Russell A. Treat, in said Frankfort. all of tht- real estate of Mary A. Hopkins late
of Franklort, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
for the payment of the said deceased’s just debts,
j charges of administration and incidental charges;
said real estate consists of the homestead lately occupied by said deceased, and the store formerly occupied by tho husband of the late Mary A. Hopkins.
RUSSELL A. TREAT.
3w4J
Frankfort, April JO, lh?-L

Belfast Hardware Store
IhTore purchasing vour goods. There von will
find (ieneral 11 A !U )\V A KK, PAINTS, OILS
N AILS. (.LASS, and
and V A K N I SH LS,
FA 1LM I-'.It'S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LoWFST I'KK’LS.
Don’t forget
the place, ANCIKK’S, No. 1 1'henix Kow.
Ifii:
April tiO, 1S7 ).

She refused to take anything prepared by TAUUiUTA, Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
supplied with the best the markets can furnish.
the doctor, to whom she said there was are
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single perA few minutes after son, $l,r»o and $2 per
no one to blame.
day; rich suites for families
her husband came into the house she proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money
went into convulsions, and died in littccn at the GRAND
UNION, than at any other first-class
minutes. She was forty-seven years of Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
minute
lbr
all parts of the City. G. V. & W.
every
age, an estimable lady, and had never D. GARRISON, Managers.
lyrspltf
given any signs ot insanity or intimation
Her husof trouble or anxiety of mind.
WM. PITCHER & SON.
band is a brother ot County Attorney Hall CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
tfl>
April la, ls;r».
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
of Richmond, and many years a resident
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
ot Richmond, where he was one of the of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
I»r. Sehenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con
leading citizens. He was overwhelmed sumption,
far exceeds all that can be brought to
almost with anguish. He has the sincere support the pretensions of
any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
a
circle
friends.
ol
of
large
sympathy
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
Have Arrived.
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
The .United States Surveying Expedi- incurable by physicians of acknowledged
ability.
tion, sent out in January last to determine Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often prothe feasibility of an inter-oceanic canal moted
by the employment of two other remedies
SKI.ld ii.D HUH < AUK, (iOoDs
trom Aspinwall to Panama, has been en- which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
suitable for this climate or any other, in a variety
additional
remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
tirely successful. A very tavorable route and Mandrake
and Shade.',
ol
Styles
Pills, liv the timely use of these
lias been discovered. The height of the medicines,
according to directions, Dr. Schenck cersummit crossed in running the lino to tifies that most any case of Consumption may be
Panama was 294 teet above the level of cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
the sea, and as the proposed summit level on the following Wednesdays,
And employ the most Skilful hands to manufacture
from 0 to U o’clock:
of the canal would be 121 teet above the dan. Pith and 27th, Eeb. 10th and 24th, and March them. Confident 1 can lit the most fastidious, I re10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
level ol the sea that would give an ex- examination of
spectfully solicit a call to examine.
the lungs, with tlie Respirometor,
To those that find it difficult to get a good lilting
This deep the price is $5.
treme depth ol cut ol 17u feet.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal ofcut, however, takes place only at one
fice, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
SHIRT!
point, as the ground slopes down very ra- every Monday, where ail letters of advice must be
addressed.
sides
of
this
maximum
eleon
both
pidly
Will ave a good deal of fault finding to conn* and
vation, giving a mean depth of cut of JO
GET A
feet in a distance ol live miles—the entire
BELFAST PRlCt CURRENT.
summit
of
the
cut.
IPa/tfern. Cut.
length
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
()n the Pacific slope the locks are located
Bkuast, Wednesday, April, 11, 1875.
By
my New System. I have also a Nice Line of
at a distance varying trom half a mile to Flour,
10al2
.$5.O0:i0.50;Round Hoe,
Salt Pork,
$27a20
two and a half miles between each other Corn Meal,
$1.05a00jdenr
Collars and
7a8
.Meal,
$1.25a00 Mutton per lb.,
Rye
until the level of the swamp of the llio
OalO
liye,
#1.25a00iLamb per lb.,
Linen and Paper,) Neck Wire, Hosiery. I'mbrehas,
Grande is reached. At that pointthe level Corn,
1.05a00 Turkey per lb.,
Iba22
b OaOO Chicken per lb.,
18a 22
of the canal goes down to the level of the Barley,
and the best SUSPENDERS out at
2.25a2.87 Duck
18a20
Beans,
lb.,
tide water, and continues so until it ap- Marrowfat Peas, 1.25al.5o!Geese per
I8a20
per lb.,
$12al0
per ton,
(>Oa05jllay
proaches the beach of Panama. The on- Oats,
55a60 Liine,
$1.25a0.C0
tiro length of the canal as proposed will Potatoes,
Dried Apples,
8al0iWashed Wool,
40a44
NEIICIIAXT TAILOII
bo forty-one miles, while that by the Nic- Cooking Apples,
40a50i Unwashed Wool,
30u33
Pulled Wool,
4<>a44
Butter,
is
1X1
which
route
02
of
arc
.Vo. 10 iVillitiiitsoit's /Hod:, lid’its/.
28a30j
miles,
aragua
7a0C
Cheese,
Hides,
IbaOOj
actual canal.
til-'
llaoo
April 20, ISM.
Eggs,
20a00|Calf Skins,
Lar.l,
17albiSheep Skins, $1.00.il.75

1 IMS PLASTER!
300 casks

Cuffs,

H. L. LORD’S,

Probate
Asa Till

following business
April Term of said Court

Baldwin

Administration

transacted at the

was

Granted

on

Estates

of—

Mary Downs lute of Winterport, .James Downs, Administrator; llalsey Keen late of Scarsmont, Elizabeth T. Keen, Administratrix; George Patterson
late of Belfast, Alfred Patterson, Administrator;
Walter E.

Sargent late of Monroe, Frances E. Sargent, Administratrix; N. G. Hichborn late of Stockton, F. O. Hichborn, Administrator, with the will
annexed.
Guardians Appointed—Albert W.

ok—John West late of Belfast.

recreation,
something else.

Inventories

1*ilkd

on

Estates

ok—George

Buzzell lat* of Belfast; Hanson W. Young late
of Waldo; Nathan G. Hichborn late of Stockton;
Alrnon SV Clements late of Waldo; Dorcas Winslow late of Thorndike; David Bryant late of ThornA.

dike; Harriet

B

Cushing

late of

ball'Hard Wood,

Beef,

Court.

PLOUGH, Judge,—!',. I*. FlKl i>, Register.

The

<

b.md serenade, cannon, and
living colors.

lran

it.

When you visit or leave the City of NEW Y<>RK,
him, He rushed in, exclaiming,
My
•-:iv*- auuoyaiiee uiid exp.-use of carriage hire ami
God, Annie, how could you have done iff Mop at
the
114 lift t AlOtt HOri;L opYou must take something.” “No, James," posite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over
she replied, “1 can’t; 1 don't know what •*;>o elegantly furnished rooms and is titled up at an
expense of $000,000.
Elevator, steam and all modmade me do it, but 1 couldn’t help it.” ern
improvements. European 1‘lan. The ltEA>

Dickey, over
ii- to
minor heirs of Albert Dickey late of Northport ;
Miranda Whitcomb, over minor children of Joseph
>'line of those converts have
in tin j< i*
Whitcomb late ol Waldo; John D. Crowell, over
d all their worldly efiects at sacrifices, preMutta J. Goldsmith of Monroe, an insane person.
paring t*> be taken up when the world shall be !
License to Ski.l Real Estate on Estate
burned. After it gets cooled otf, they expect
I of—Mary A. Hopkins late of Frankfort.
to r< turn and
occupy the earth, taking their
Warrant of Insolvency Issued on Estate
•

Try

The Kennebec
Singular Suicidk.
Journal gives the following particulars
Stop That Cough.
of the suicide of Mrs. Annie Hall at Richmond :
No pulmonary complaint however chronic
resist the healing influence of l)tt. Mounts
Mrs. Hall and her daughter, Mrs. Smith,
Syjii:i* of Tar, Wild Cherry and Horkwere engaged in their morning household
iioi nd. Nothing that we have ever sold acts
duties as usual, when Mrs. Hall went into with
such promptness and certainty, in coughs,
an adjoining room, arranged her toilet colds
hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all
with great care, and changed her tin ss diseases of the throat, lungs and chest leading
consumption. It is a certain cure for •aaui’.
preparatory, as Mrs. Smith supposed, to to
and the best known remedy for WHOOPING
go out, as she had that morning told Mr. cocGii. Cough worn victims
whose lungs are
Hall she would call at his place of busi- racked and torn with
paroxysms which threatness at ten o’clock for the purpose of hay
en to choke them, tind sure and
speedy relief
ing him accompany her in the making of from its use. Trial size 10 cents. .Sold li> W.w.
<
>.
Boots
& So.v Belfast, Alfred Hooper,
some purchases.
When she came out of
Searsport. A. ,1. Jordan. Orland. J. W.
the room she said, “Josie, 1 have done a
Perkins A Co., Portland, General Agents.
dreadful deed; 1 have taken a dose of
IvrlG
strychnine; 1 shall not he with you when
A
sit
to
dinner.”
swift
mesdown
you

one

dav morning, fir* w aAmir ss M* < obb. Before assistance could
rendered the barn, with one horse, cow,
ah. tine.- ions of hay, carriages, and all the
•fining tools, were entirely destroyed. Loss
>ut -loon, insured for *‘*0.
The house was

injured

organs.

Foreign and Domestic,

SKO >\I» .H KV.

II. 31 fchcll, h'lvmnn, Belfast.
1\> liy NAcker-on, Sears port.
<
.corg'* T. I’- as cy. Ssvanville.
V- -on K. Pendleton, Frankfort.
!.
Prime. Brooks.
K* u <
Kicker, Monroe.
«
d
w. Sherman, Islesbom*.
di
:t.iri•

•loin,

urinary

I1IAVK

■

a

kidneys,

bladder and

SPRING GOODS!

.tit;','.

Foreman, Liberty.

1.i*\>

'i

■i

paint

scorched,

plosion

one

■

:

WASHBURN!

Winterport;

Goo.

Veal,
I >ry Cod.

Plaster,

Apples,

70a.75Soft Wood,
balO Dry Pollock,
~ab! St raw
1.301 Shorts per c.,

$5.5l'aG.OO
$3.50a4.CO
4: 5

BELMONT.

$ 7.< Oft 8
2.00

w

;

11<»i

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Wednesday, April. H.
At market for the current week—Cattle 2713; sheep
and Lambs 0308; Swine 5,000; number of Western
Cattle 2504. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows, 125 Eastern Cattle, 84.
l'rices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Extra quality $7 50a? 75; tirst quality $0 75a7 37;
second quality $0 25aO 02; third quality $5 25a5 *7;
poorest grade of coarse< >xcn, Bulls, &c., $3 50u5 00.
Brighton Hides—8 l-2c per lb. Brighton Tallow
0c per lb.
Country Hides—7 l-2a8e per lb. Country Tallow
5a5 1 -2c per lb.
Calf Skins—14al5c per lb. Sheep and Lamb Skins
$2.00 each.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 0 ft
7 in. for $155; 1 pr, 7 ft. $175; 1 pr. 0 ft, 0 in. $152;
1 pr 0 ft. 4 in. $150 ; 1 pr, 7 ft. 3 in, $210; 1 pr. 7 ft.
$200; 2 prs. 0 ft 0 in. $102 50 per pair; 1 pr. ft 0 7
in. $235; 1 pr. 0 ft 11 in. $174.
Store Cattle—Yearlings $llal5; two year olds $15
a27 ; three year olds $25a45 per head.
Milch Cows—We quote extra at $55a€0; ordinary
$25a50 per head. Store Cows $18a45 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
good supply, all owned by butchers, costing, landed
at Brighton from 0 l-2a7 l-2cperlb. From the North
the supply was light,prices ranging from HaOc per lb.
Swim —Few Store Figs in market. Fat Hogs OOoO
in market; prices 8 l-4a8 l-2c per lb.

()3;> &, 025

Washington

St.

(Opposite Globe Theatre)
BOSTON.

This new and commodious Hotel, built by the late
Gardner Brewer, Es<p, is now open to the public.
It is complete in all the modern appointments,—
Passenger Elevator, Steam-heat and running water
in the Booms; Bath and Toilet Booms on each f loor,
etc. etc.
J'fry centrally located, near the Common,
all the places of amusement, Public Buildings, and
Southern and Western Depots, and the numerous
Steamboat Lines; Horse-Curs and Stages Jo all parts
of the City and Suburbs,
connecting with all the
Depots, pas.- the door continually.
Booms, $i .00 per day and upwards, according to
size and location.
An excellent Bestaurant, at moderate
prices.
Your patronages solicited.
Lon. H.

Saxhorn.

E. A. Harpy.

City

;

of Richmond,,

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every MonWednesday and Friday Evening's, at lo
o’clock, commencing April ltttli, for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searspori, Sandy
Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at (> o’clock,
touching at the above named landings, arriving in
Portland at 5 o’clock P. 31.
Steamer City of Richmond connects with Stage at
Rockland, and other landings for neighboring towns.
Will
day,

Bonnet

For

Sale.

\\ iieri'.eore your petitioner prays
your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey so much of the
real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy
his debts and incidental charges, and charges of
Administration.
HANNAH 31. PALMER.

I

I

the

eight

I’pon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a Copy of said petition, with this order there,
on, to he published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed in Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held ut

LATE

tor!

the Honorable

Judge

of Probate for the

(

ounty

LXDEKSICXEI) (iuardian of William E.,
Eli F. and Carrie K. IVlker, minor heirs at law
of Betsy (.Crosby late of Brooks, in said (minty,
deceased, respectfully represents that said minors
are seized and possessed of certain real estate situate
in said Brooks, being a portion of the lionn stead of
said deceased; that an advantageous oiler of thirteen hundred and fifty dollars lias been made by
Lorenzo E. Elwell of <aid Brooks, f.
said inten d,
which offer it i> for tie interest of all ■oncerned
immediately to accept, the proceeds, thereof to be
put out at interest for the benetit of said minors.
WnKkKi-oni: your petitioner prays v.mr honor to
grant him a license to sell and eon' ey said real
estate of said minors, including tie reversion of
tin Widow's dower then on.) to said Elwell for said
sum.
CYRIS E. EELKE1L

Till'

at
on

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesdav

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to nil persons interest*-! »•>'
causing a copy of sab! petition, with this order
tnercon, to )• published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Bel*
fast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to bt
held at the Probate <ttlice in Belfast aforesaid, on
tin second Tuesday of May next, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, it' any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
\S \ | Hl'RI.ol (ill. Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fn-.i.n, Register.
To the Honorable
Waldo.

Judge of Probate for the County

F.< >RG i ANX \ l KFl)FKH K. (luardian ot i.co.
J " 'V alter F. and l rank li. Frederick, minor
heirs ot Frank IF Frederick late of Belfast, in said
County deceased, respectfully represents that said
minors are seized id' certain re; l estate situate in
Cranbcrr) IGan i and also in Bellast, subject to the
Widow’s right of dower therein, that the interest
of said minor- would he promoted by a sale ot tin
whole, or a portion of tin- same, and investing the
proceeds on interest for the benefit of said minors.
Win:m oitF. your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license lo sell and convey said real
estate of said minor-, including the reversion of
the Widow’.- dower thereon,) at private sale.
GFoRGlANN A I Ki.DF.RICK.

foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
Upon
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of -aid petition, with this ord* r
thereon, to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at the Probate Udine in lie]fast aforesaid,
on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
AS \ rnrRM>n;n, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—B. P. Fn-.i.i>, Register.
the

At a 1’robate Court held at Belfa<t, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, outlie
‘-eond Tuesday oi
April, A. T>., 187 m
W. VOSF, (iiiardian of William H.
minor heir of Nathaniel Johnson,
late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his fourth account of < iuardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian, give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order t" he published three weeks successively in the
Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast,
within and for said ( mint y, on t he second Tuesday <d
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
A>A i HFRI/H UU, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—IF P FlKl.Ii, Register.
r

pi HO MAS

X. .lohnson,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w it bin and for
the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday ol
April, A. T>., l>- 5.

Don't Fail to Call

on

Ibdiast,within ami lor
tin second Tuesday ot

Hi1.

t

Plows, including

Celebrated Sliver

That the said Harriet

give

and

for said Count v,

on

the second

Tuesday

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday o 1
April, A. I). 1875.
BUY I). MORGAN, widow of George C. Morgan, late of Burnham, in said County of Wal-

A

deceased, having presented

i:\ i-;u)

mt

a

they

M-

hereby
friends, acquaintances
and the public generally, that
b ased
WE
of the
in the New' block
the Shoe

Factor;-,

Dv\, L*'-s

\

they

can

be

purchased

fully pn pared fiaon the original lb

Of lie- I.*

ipm f,

Shall make a specially of
in the line of

e

will he pleased
and show them
»\V or Id >\VI .K
in Maine.

Farmer's

keeping

Furnishing

And propose to make
quarters and

our

Farmers’

hand

on

even*

Goods.

[

POOR & SON,
find

can

Made

STOCK ot’

a

r>ra<liev's

so

&c.

description, Plows, Harrows, Horse Hoe--.
Cultivators, Road Scrapers, Shovels, Fol ks, &c.f
Also a full line of Field and Harden Seeds.
Please call and examine before purchasing else
where.
lKYix c \Lin;i;\vooi).
SAMI ML CALDHRWoo!;.
tilo
Belfast, Aprils, 1*75.

Best

men

YORK!

FOR $7.25 !
Buy

a

through

ticket

on

*9.51)

board

Steamer ICatahclm !

X&k

Price

One Word is Mcisiit far Ilia wisi ;
buy a little third mt« <»rgau. a
cun get one of WOUlt's or M A
»\
LIN'S for i.i-.ss m< »n la

DON’T

Hull Idaho.

W. C.

bulls

1872, heading the prize herd.

over

two years old

the Maine State Fair
Dam of Idaho 1st
Terms for the season #4 for Regisfor Natives and Crudes. Cash at

P. O. Address Stockton.

at

2m41*

Prospect.

Belfast Savings Bank.

-oCORPORATORS of this Bank are hereby
I notified that the Annual Meeting will be held
at the Banking-Room, on Wkdnksday, April 2lst,
1875, at 3 o’clock P. M.. for choice of Corporation
Officers for the ensuing year, and for transaction
of any other business that may legally come before
Per Order.
them.

rpiIE

JOHN II. QUIMBY, Secy.
2w41
Belfast, April 12, 1875.

<

■*

«*•

lli. \I‘L"l

TUTTLE.

High Street, Belfast.

BITTERS!
OR. R.

|

MOODY’S

?.(1|
Simcino

Bii

roii

in the market.

Its peculiar medical properties gi
i;
| r« • d.
above ail others for loss <>! Appetite. D, bdi:\. In.
and
all
kindred
diseasewh
Jaundice,
gestiun,
are subject to in the Spring and Summer,
is an excellent tonic, and used iu connect ion wit1
iron, builds up the system, and make- well tin
ami sutler ing. For sale wholesale and retail by

Winterport.

people

Me.

Brunswick, mul

Apnt t',,r Muinc, X<w
XmarSuoti.i.
(icmral

■-■inustlU

R. H. MOODY. Druggist.
High Sts., inlfa

tfi'.K’orner of Main and

BEST
TO

DR. JOHN

BUY

Office,
Sleeper

IS AT

TO

THE

& Son,

BELFAST, ME.

X. B.—Catarrh, Si-in.if vi and Hikumc In
masks, with those peculiar to WnMAN and rim
n rmx.
DKKN, will receive his Sl»K« lai Al
Ki.K( Tim rrY used iu all its forms when-ticvaluable agent is indicated.
tfi'llt' will \ IS IT l’ATIKNTS at their houses, \\
are unable to call at his rooms.
Omit: Hoiks—-From 10 A. M. until IF
M
IV M. until 5 1*. M., and from 7 I'. 'I until
From
a. m.
tm

THOMPSON’S.

C.

HOMER,

and Surgeon. Late from
Boston.
58 Main St., over store of S

Physician

FEATHERS!
J.

'!•

PLACE

—

in

and

cheapest.

«12.S0combmeU.

FRED ATWOOD.

No.

on

can

be

A V

.-

-o-

(9(H) Herd Register American .Jersey Cuttle
Club.
“\T7'ILIj be kept for service at the
Farm
of the subscriber in ProsfV
|
jra
pect. the coming season. Idaho was
-li
.11 l>y X. R. Bowteile, dropped at Millbrook Farm Sept 30th, 1S72. Sire imported Tam <)’
Shunter, (3*1), dam Idalia (1310), Idalia was got by
imported Victor Hugo (197) out of imported Pride
of Windsor, (483). The sire of Idaho took both gold
and silver medals and sweepstakes, also the prize

Hie BF> I
bought of

Organ.

an

funosJl

Circulars Free. Mads ty E. E. LCJ1M3S i CO.,Boston, Macs.

SAVE 25 CENTS!

Jersey

It

Don’t buy of parties that Ln<m u< I iu
selecting an Organ.
Don’t buy of parties that rained Tii u«* .»n«l

The best

THE

-AND-

and

(().,

ORGANS!

zy*

and cultivate
Ho work of 10

bow

vegetables.

!

493 Congress St., Portias Me.”"

tflu

kinds

tl

Cl I AS. (IS IIS

pair

SEED DRILLk"NEW”
^HolDroon'TETO”
all
Hand Cultivator

:

Warranted to Fit.

Tine Tine of

1S7.>.

ded

a:t*

MADE TO OK DEE.

Piease Cal! and Examine,
April li,

description promptly

SHIRT

FLOWERS!

Of every

v

FINE

ORGANS

Tools

\\

urn

(’ome and
am;m*
and best store in the world.

Belfast, < >ct. lath. Is7t.

HATS & BONNETS!
a

s

i■

R. F. CLARK.

Super-1

just Beeeived their Spring Style of

Also

r.«.f

iit>- Ihople who contemp’.it. purcii.-i-ing
b.
and tin ware will do well b. culling <>n :.
i• s
ing elsewhere. Having hud large e\|
business am 'ati-tied that I can ui. -at i-tu

II MM l CO.,

Exchange

I f

I.

JOBWORK

1st. Because it g:\i- the crop' a jni> L and \ igorstart.
•jd. It nintuM s the crops from fifteen to twenty
ilny earlier t han nay ot te manure, thereby in many
cases saving tin entire crop from early fr<>st.
; <1. It will increa-e votir crops from .»•» to 100 per
cent.
Till. It adds peraiam nt value to your soil.
Mil. You cannot kip up he fertility of the soil
unless you restore ir to w hat you have taken away
by constant cropping. Bradley’-; Thosphate suplilies the require t constituents ibr plant t«»od whicli
all soils must have to grow a prolirahie crop
Oth. When the season L late, you need Bradi-bThosphatc to start your crops, so you can not only
have a good crop, but have it up and leied before
ha' ing.
7th. lr will ahva'S prove what it i? r* I'mmeude h
a genuine Bom* Tlio.-phate.
to In
sth, li is tin- Standard Phosphate of the country.
and
nth. None is sent to market till anui\ze
ka i\v11 to b'- up to tin- lequiied standard.
lot !i. It i* endorsed by the best scieut ilicoum of
the .■oitntry, by the press generally, and last and
best 1>\ the mo.'? thoroughly practical farmers
throughout the l nioii. Tor 'ale by
T. BT.AMAN, Toot of Main St.
lw
iwiis

Have

.»ri•

U:

specialty,

a

Thosphate.

I
j

Help

to

The WYOMLMi SToYK

ons

For Waldo County.

BELFAST TO NEW

t

I. tLXtth

manufacture, Al-.» 1
War*-, I.ninp> n

st

Of all

Store the Farmers’ Head

Farming

»r

Tilt

Stock New & Fresh
thing

Propr.

M

STOYES

hit

•,

Drugs. iVledicines. Trusses.

our

Street, where we
see them all at any and all times,
our goods which we will sell at a> Id
Prices than

a

Belia-t, M

<

Johnson Block,

New
Goods!
New
Business!
to

ie

lm:-

assortment ol

Every FarmtT Should!

stores
on Main

>t. am

Having recently purclm-ed m -1«» L
•S. H HUSKY, will keep
»11 -1; l!. r.

u auh.-wii:n:

D

si~

.1 \i

WJI. O

Store!;

one

Mathew
Bro-.'
and Mi.h r Sts.,

fry it.

ami ev'-ry troubl. cau^id
disordt red Stomach or Liver

Far:

New

FOR SALE.
Jersey Bull Calf 3 1-2 months old, elligible for the
Register, sire Idaho (9(H), dam Cremona (2789).
FREEMAN PARTR1DCE,

County,

F. A. HOWARD.
SHOP

Ten Good Reasons W hy

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of
April, A. D. 1875.
ACIIEL A. CLEMENT, widow of Almou W.
Clement late of Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance from the personal estate of said deceased.
< trdered, That the said Rachel A.
give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and l'or said
on the second Tuesday of
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any
have, why the prayer of
sail! petition should not be granted.
ASA TH rUEOrCH, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. P. Fii.i.d, Register.

1111

Aim,i- l!1 i.,

by

]

ANNOUNCEMENT!

mia
near

U;

with

v

hoi h r,-team

eompl.-t*
1 Upright, Portable Engine,
and Heater.
1 Irregular Moulder, witb I ..!t
nation collars, cutters and counter -halt- <
;
f‘ b<-1
1 Wrood Lathe,
ranged to turn r foot circle at -nd.

BITTERS!| BtOISI'ltl

IJeli.ilTe .Medicine,

::::•

Where you

we

upright tubular

Themselves."

norn,!-:

For all
ot

hen
any

old

An

Trade supplied at Manufacturer*’[.trices,
lerniliberal. Semi lor descriptive Catalogue ami Price
List.
11

inform

Stationary Engine,

“He!p Those Who Try

INDIAN

Fiiniiohiii^
Portable

prize in her class.
tered Animals, $2
time of service.

personal

l

go i-rnor,
and pump

OSGOOD’S

a petition for an
estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That, the said Abby I>., give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
1 his order to be
published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petition should not he granted.
ASA TIH RLOI GH, Judge.
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Fikld, Register.

allowance from the

The following- second-hand
Machinery for sale cheap :

Spring Tonic!

Tin1 Hreat

and Planters, Hag Holders, Wagon
or Single
SteamIroud and RlatLorm Truck*. <»\
^ okes and liow>.
Plow Ib-ains and
II and 1 e

Work of any kind'and in
quantity, at short noth-

specialty.

<

SWIVEL.

Mtationarr ami
*)(<*;! in
Fogiiieti.
Hay spreader*, Loaders and H iy Forks,

-1

.-i

FOR LOSS OF APPETITE

n.

ot

May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA THl RHOUGH, Judge.
A true-copy.
Attest—B. P. Fiki.d, Register.

a

lynto

Eagle.

B>aarv

Of every description furni-hed when i -i
B.—Bolt cutting and Nut tupping b i.

Bolt ends from M inch N> 1 1
in
nished at low prices.
Contracts for building macliim ry -.,!.»•;!• i

the

M. P WOODCOCK & SON.

!.*•••

notice to all

r'-sons

Patterns For and Castings

Ki iwiu.

prices.

ig^ers

Wood

-O-

by us

to

Whippletrees—l.Muble

ami

k

HAND AND MADK D> nKDI
Machim-Jobbing of all kind* done vie., p v

III K

NEW CHARTER OAK

J

Pulleys, Shafting, Saw Arbors,
and Dagon Screws, &c.,

Come and examine these < )rgans for yourself and
he convinced that they are a>
and «iti.Ari.i'.
ban any you cv- r saw, ami if yen want one we are
bound o si li. as we shall let v» «*. i: touch us in

ider Mills, Coflee, Spice and Grist Mills— IIand or
Rower. Cucuiiiher wood and American Submerged Rumps, Wind-mills. Automate- Rumps fmFarms and Railroads, Inimb Hell.*, Su*h
and Hitching Weights.

personal estate of said deceased.

interested by causing a copy of this order to
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within

aud

nk

SHOP!

-o-

is fully warranted and
purchaser.
The tuning and repairing of an Organ should be
done by a person, that by constant practice and connection w ith Organs, understands them perfectly.
Fonseq ,-nrly we shall have a ti \t:j: from the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in
Fverv Instrument sold

<

and Swivel

Druggist?

N.

Straw ami Root Cutters—Hand or Rower.
Lawn Mowers, Hanlon ami Field Rollers,
Hand-Carts and Wheelbarrow

Factor}

!’■

MACHINE

are

\

satisfaction guaranteed

MOWIXG MACHIXES, flLT! VALORS. HoRSF
RAKES, HARROWS, HORSF HuF.S, HORSF
ROW HRS,
III RUSH IXO MACHINES
W< )0D-S A W1X G M ACIIIX I.S,
PLOWS OP EVERY VARIETY.

Rhcese

Price l"ct-

2ST E ‘W

rFLF.HltA I F.I>

people.

Agricultural Implements,

Potato I
•lacks,

inhaling the solution. Manilla.;
FOREST TAR COMPANY

Trial Bottles

built from the best material, in tin* most
thorough manner, ami it is generally conceded that
tiny ]»*>.-Siall the qualities of lone. Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute fiksti.a^s iNsriM Mi.x is, and wherever they have been
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won
their way into the admiration and confidence of the

M AM FATE KICKS' AC 1C XT,
W Itoksale and Kctall Dealer in
Every descripi;.,n oj‘

ARR1ET WEST, widow of John West late of

Ordered,

Upon

ORGANS!

Wiaterport, Maine,

large line of Steel

1

*s

beast.

SMALL & KNIGHT

FRED ATWOOD,

N.

the Breath.

FOREST TAR SALVE
For cleansing, purifying, and tn-aliug 1 n.!•
f leers, Cuts, Bruises, Diseases of tie
wherever a healing proce-s i- v. ut- i, t

a

till

Belfast, in said County ot W aldo, deceased,
having presented a petition for an allowance from
the

Purifying

Agents for Belfast, Johns..n I;...

J. C. THOMPSON’S.

WHITMORE. Administrator of the
W hitmore late of l liity, in
County
deceased, having presented
ids first and final account of Administration on said

at.

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION
for Catarrh, Consumption, F:
*»
Asthmu, and as a wash lor disease- .»f tie
FOREST TAR TROCHES.
For Bronchitis, Sore Throat, iloar-* a-

inhaling,

or

FOREST TAR INHALERS

AT

Hay,

Tar,
>

For

TRIMMED FREE

T.

At it Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
April, a. 1). 1875.

Forest

For Consumption, Brouchiti-. Catarrh. A-r'aii.
Son- 1 Trout, Files, Diseu-* of tin- Skin, h -i;
and L'rinarv Organs.
f

AM) FXAMINF Til IC

Estate of Rufus B.
EBF.X
of Waldo,
said

estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot
this order to bo published three weeks
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at u Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
-nine should not be allow ed.
•Sw-’l
ASA Till UJ.OPGir. Judge.
A true copy, Attest: —15. P. Fiki.i*. Register.

<

ORGANS!

(1

At a Court <>i Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the ( ountv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of April, A. l>". 1S?5.

[•> a new preparation, containing all tin in !.cal propertic** of common Tar, .-**|oiru!• 1 t: *::i
♦he black ami impure prcdu* t-. and *li,.tiid
kept in,every family. It i- -:if«- and r« be-!“ in
all cases where cure-* can be eiVeet* d. and »- tie
only preparation of Tar approved and u-»phvsirians as a standard remedy.

WM. 0. POOR & SON.

AM)

At a < ourt of Probate, held
for the County of Waldo,
of April, A. D. 187a.

FOREST TAR,

ORGANS!

LOW PRICES!

causing copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to
published tiiree weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
t he\ may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
ASA THirKLOCOH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
B. 1\ 1'ii.ld, Register.
of Waldo.

No.
the Court

All persons indebted to A. 1).
French are requested to call and
settle their accounts.

a
be

o

place,

near

A. D. FRENCH.
0. W. FRENCH.

Stock!

Cpon tin: foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by

l

St.,

STYLES!

Large

PERM

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the ( ounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
April, A. D.,

20 Church
House.

ORGANS!

County

EL IA E. WETHERBEE, Administratrix
ot the Estate of Lewis M. Wetherbee, late of
Belmont in said County, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, chatties ami credits of said
deceased are not sufficient to answer his just debts
and charges ol Administration, bv the sum of six
hundred and fifty dollars; tiiat said deceased died
seized of certain real estate situate in said Belmont,
and known as the homestead of said deceased ; that
by a partial sale of any entire portion of the same,
the residue would be greatly depreciated in value.
Wui uki oi:k your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey'the whole of
the real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion ot the Widow’s dower thereon,) to satisfy
his debts and incidental charges, and
charges ol
Administration, at public or private sale.
PERM ELI A Er WETHERBEE.

^ic

Al/-Remember

for $ ': The World’s Fair Premium

PAPER!

tile Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
T uesday of May next, at ten o’clock in tlie forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, whv the
same should not be granted.
ASA T IIFRLO! EH, Judge.
A true copy, Aitest:—B. p. Field, Register.
of Probate for the

<

Furnace Work and Plumbing
made a specialty.

ROOM

At a court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and lbr
the County of Waldo, on the second Die dav of
April, A. D. 1&?.).

do,

The

or

tillage

&<*., &c., &c.

inegar, Paint lor one cent a pound, Red Writing
Ink, \ ellow Ink, Gold and Silver Ink, Sympathetic
or Secret Ink, Life Pelts, sure cure for Cancers. For
cents each, I will send these Recipes, or the seven
for $1.50, Cure a Consumptive
Cough, Cement for
Broken China, Glass, &c., Remove Freckles, Destroy
Flies, French Polish for Boots and Shoes. Restore
Fyesight, Cure Deafness. Address GFU. XV. DI N
\ ,vl :
BAR, Pox lore Auburn, N. V.

of eight hundred dol-

At a
the

late

Pipe, Sheet Zink,

>R 50 cents each I will send the following Recipes,

F<
\

!’■

1
Shed and Barn.
;**
1
1 House Lot on High Street, containing
the most desirable of any unoccupied lot in the ;;;.
1 House Lot on Union Street 1 4 acre, one -A
b* st of wells, young fruit trees, and rock T
a
lar.
1 House Lot on Bur View Street.
;i House Lots on Northport Avemn <j-*. \a
the Bay, and containing 1 2 acre* each.
■
2 House Lots on Belmont Avenue. 1
each.
5 Store Lots on Main Street, .4x70 fe. t
26 Acres of Land on Belmont Avinue.
from the l*ost Office, 13 acres
u
and
wood and pasture. This lo
has a front aye-,f
rods on the Avenue and Is M rods in depth
All the above property will be-old at reasonable
,i
prices and most of it with reasonable terms
it. Further information and examination >>t
•d
sub-ci
to
the
be
had
can
by applying
property
at his office No. IV*. .Main Street.
1’IIILO HURS1.Y, \gent and "
Belfast, March 2u, Is?rt'.s

Tin Ware, Sinks,
Siieet Lead, Lead

Bleackery.

•!

n
B
1 New Two Story House and I
Avenue with 1 3-8 acres of land.
1 Farm on Waldo Avenue one mi!* fiu
Office, 40 acres, fruit trees, two story llou-*
■

STOVES!

be outdone by Mrs. A., “that’s the
question.
Ladies look to your laurels. All milliners that are
in communication with Belfast bv
stage or other
wsse, please take notice. At the sign of the Straw
Works, East side of tin* river.
Belfast, April 20, 1*75.—3m4>
S. A. BLACK.

HAN

Judge

~

acre.

First Rate Stock of

a

■'How io Make Them."

To the Honorable
of Waldo

desirable.

1 Large Two Story House, L. and
Street, centrally located, and capahlI to p.of the finest residences in the city.
frontage of? 1-2 Rods on High Street, be-Pi.
wav, beautiful simile tries and contain

old stand, No. 20 Church street.
We shall keep constantly on hand

10

Honorable Judge of Probate for the County
of Waldo.
XATJ M. PAL31EK, Administratrix of the
Estate of Daniel L. Palmer la eof Palermo,
in said County, deceased,
respectfully represents
that the goods, chatties and credits ot said deceased
are not sufficient to answer h is
just debts and charges
sum

the

on

Business at A, D. FRENCH’S

t’T'.UEKE goes Mrs. A. with a New Style Hai
Jl on? OpN'T She Look Nice? Who wants

To the

the

continue

Stove and Tin Ware

lot known as tin*
Fletcher house at Saturday Cove, Northport, for sale.
Terms easy. Would take mortgage
note for part pav. Inquire of
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Esq., Belfast.
tl42
Northport, April 20, 1S75.

PnOBATE MOT iCE S.

Administration, by

before
>>l t!*
following described panel-,
1 J wo Story House, I and Stable oil '• Iran :i *rknown as the residence of the lat*- »,«n W.
This house is centrally and beautifull’. h-:.: d
large lot with good water and fruit tie,-.
1 Beautiful House, L, Carriage H.,
on Congress Street, in the best of
r«-;.:i.r
modern conveniences. -> s ai r* «it in ,i
i :
bearing fruit trees. This pla«*e i- in ill
ever

house1 and

STIRBIVAXT,
(iteuerul A^nt.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street.
ORl'S PATTERSON, Agent, Belfast.

lars.

will

they

to carry

THE
A. E.

C'I Rl«

ot

that

erally,

OF

House and Lot for Sale !

Connects at Rockland with the Knox and Lincoln
K. R., at Belfast with the B. L M. R. R
Bangor
with the E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
Through tickets for sale at the offices of the Boston and Maine and Eastern Railroads, and
good on
either through train to Portland.
State Rooms and through tickets can be secured
at the office of

bmos-pf*

of Burnham; Nancy Kneeiand late
sciir. .John & george,
Morgan
tous, new measure, in good
of Stockton, an insane person ; minor heirs of Edorder. Apply to
BOSTON
MARKET.
heirs
at
law
of
minor
of
ward Gay late
Waldo;
C. II. TIBBETTS,
Monday, April 12.
!
Betsy C. Crosby late of Brooks; minor heirs of
Searsport, Me.
1 HR —We quote* choice old at 24a25; medium
BU1
1875.
4wI2*
minor
heirs
20,
Searsport,
April
Richard Sherman late of Winterport;
at 21 a22c; common and bakers’at lGa20c; Canada
of Frank B. Frederick late of Belfast.
ml 18a24c; Western at lGa23c; choice new at 25a30c
Freedom Notice.
Accounts Allowed on Estates of—Frank | per lb.
CHEESE—We quote fine and fancy at 1G 1-2al7c
B. Frederick late of Belfast; Harriet A. Alienwood 1
HEREBY GIVE PUBLIC NOTICE THAT
per lb; 15a 15 :!■-4c for tine good do; 14a 14 3-4c for
l'or a valuable consideration I have this day
late of Belmont; minor heirs of Win. M. Dunbar
medium, and 12 l-2al3c per lb for common cheese.
EGGS—The market today is dull at lua20c per sold my son Barnard Norton his time, and 1 shall
late of Belfast.
claim none of his earning or pay any debts of his
doz lor Northern and Eastern, and Ibc for Western.
Allowance Made to Widows on Estates
contracting after this date. Dune at Palermo, Conn
B EA NS—We quote Western pea beans at $2.25a2.
OF—1John P. Ames late of Belfast; Daniel L. Palm40, per bush, the latter price for choice hand-picked. ! ty Waldo, and State of Maine.
HIRAM NORTON.
er late of
Yellow eyes sell at $3 00 per bush. .Jobbers’ prices
Palermo; Lewis M. Wetherbce late of are
April :id, A. D. 1875.
:Jwl2*
12 l-2al5c per bush higher.
Belmont.
VEGETABLES—Prime Eastern Jacksons are at
Warrant of Insolvency Returned on Es
Ruse
70u75c
at
bush;
Early
per
80c, and Northern
Freedom Notice.
TATK of—Isaac
are in fair demand at 70c per bush.
Young late of Thorndike.
JOB LARRABEE, of
FRUIT—New England Baldwins are selling at
Searsport, Me., in con
Child Adopted and Name Changed—Jennie
^ sideration of one dollar, hereby give to my
$1 25a2 00 per bbl in lots, and Western fruit at $1 75
Etta Collins by Isaiah H. Bryant and wife.
I a2 50. Cranberries are dull at $Ga7 for country, and minor son Albert Larrabee, the remainder of the
time of his minority, with full
Wills Probated—Ephriam Downs of Winter- $7 50a9 per bbl for Cape.
power to transact
GRASS SEEDS—We quote Herds Grass in small business in future upon his own account; and 1 shall
port, wherein he devises all his property, real and lots at $2 75a3 25: Western Clover at 11 3 !al2 l-4e pay no bills of his contracting after this date.
his
personal, to his son Isaiah B. on condition that he per lb, and York State at 12 J -2a 13; Red Top at $5 25a
JOB X LARRABEE.
4 50 per sack.
pay all his Just debts, and support hts mother dur
is quite, firm at $22 per ton tor
mark
market
HAY—The
ing her natural life.
Witness, Amos II. Er.i.is.
prime lots of coarse hay; lint* lots sells at $17. and
Searsport, April in, 1875.
JwTL
John Whitmore of Belfast, wherein he devises all medium at $18 per ton. Straw is firm at $22 per ton.
C.

TROUPE

GREAT

The largest and most complete HALL
SHOW
in America. Reorganized, enlarged and
improved
for the grand triumphal tour of ]876.
Everything New! Everything Brilliant!
for full particulars, see posters and
programmes.
Popular prices, 36 and 50 cents, according to location. Reserved seats secured without extra charmat 31. P. Woodcock’s.
lwff
W. J. CHAPPKLLE, Agent.

S T E A M E li

successively

d

Ills

IU

offers lor salt: the most %
lot of Real l.-tate f..r Rn-i
offered in this city. Itcon-i-r-

Subscriber
npHE
X and desirable

friends, and the public gen-

their

Specialty Artistes!

1

1

1

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
ANI)

Real Estate for Sale

Having formed a Copartnership, would respectfully inform

-o-

Searsport.
In Rockland, March 17th Vinal V. Messer and
Rose L. Robbins, both of Appleton.
In Rockland, April 3d, Lyman R. Burkett and
Emma F. Fossett, both of Union.
In Rockland, March 27th, Mr. James Simmons
and Miss Sarah Stover.
In St. George, March 27th, Alfred Marshall and

Hannah Eliza Hupper.
in Waldoboro. March 21st, John W. Mink and
Miss Eveline J. Overlock, botli of W.
In Waldoboro, April Oth, Wm. A. Eugley of Waldoboro, and Miss Elitlia M. Delano, both of Warren.
In Ellsworth, April 10th, James Murphy and Miss
Lizzie Christie, both of E.
In Ellsworth, April 7th, Joseph Andrew Wood
and Miss Emma J. Collins, both of Eden.
In Trenton, April 12th, Howard Marshall of Trenton, and Miss Amanda Bartlett ot Mt. Desert.
In Gouldsboro, April 10th, Joseph Crowley of
Gouldsboro, and Miss Alice Stanley of Tremont.
In Long Island Plantation, April 4th, Albion W.
Smith and Miss Dorcas A. Pray, both of Gouldsboro.

A. D. FRENCH & CO.,

HaYFORD HALL,
INSIDE LINE, PORTLAND AND BANGOR.
Monday k Tuesday, April 20 k 27, 1875.

In this city, by Rev. Wooster Parker, J. W. Lang
of Brooks, and Miss Myra Whitaker of Belfast.
In Searsport, April 18th, by Rev. S. Thurston,
Capt. Eben Curtis and Miss Clara Trundy, both of

Governor Diugley lias
Artemade the following nominations:
mas Libby ol' Augusta, Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court; Benjamin C. Stone
of Bridgton, State Liquor Commissioner,
i >i
vice How resigned ; S. 1> Lindsey of NorCONSUMPTION,
Obituary notices, beyond trie Date, Vante and Aye
ridgewock. Horatio N. Jose ot Portland,
bke Station, on
Tuesday, t unstable y H. Woodbury of Dover, Commissioners the scourge ol' the human family, may in its must be paidfor.j
early stages be promptly arrested and permaIn this city, April 17th, John K. Robbins, aged 3s
si*izun* of liquor. A Mrs. Weed
on Insane Hospital; William II. Stevens
Rayenswood, W. Va.
nently cured.
years.
11
W;e obliged by the offiot Lewiston, Inspectors of Dams and Res- I)r. H. V. Pierce, Buffalo, X. Y.:
In this city, April 19th, Mrs. P. P. Quimbv, aged
Mr—For the last year I have been using your 00 years, G months and 10 days.
'-'i'1 ti- •''i
ha li weiv ioiiiKi three gal- ervoirs; i'. N. Dow ot Portland. CentenIn
this city, April 10th, Miss Josephcme 1!., daughI owe my liie to
■' 1 v
>»«d in straw,
riieotlieer nial Commissioner, vice J. 11. McMullan Golden Medical Discovery.
it. having been attlcted for yeais. Did not use ter ot Mr. Jesse C. Townsend, aged 30years, 1 month
k th
(i
and
.no : ft the trunk.
days.
resigned; Lyndon Oak of Garland, Trus- it but a short time before I was benefited; at
In Knox, April lath, Thomas Holbrook,
tee of the College of Agriculture and Me- that time 1 was
aged t\
very bad. not able to sit up years and 8 months.
noon a
iul train brought
chanic
was suffering greatly with my throat,
Alden
Baker
of
much,
In
Arts;
Mrs.
Thankful
Gardiner,
Searsport,
14th,
April
: _«:in I- ,ien connected with
.Mathews,
was getting blind, had a dry cough, and much
of pot and pearl ashes; Mrs.
aged90years,Gmonths; lfith, Charles Putman, aged
V
Ka.iroud. who are on a tour Inspector
pain in my lungs. I have used twelve bottles 14 years.
Annie L. Hayes, Bangor, Mrs. Claj;a 11
Ih West Medway, Mass., April 14th, Janies Col
■n.
Vi
of the Discovery and am almost well.
F. Hutch,
,-ng them are t
cord, formerly of Searsport, aged 72 years. His body
Nash, Columbia. Mrs. 1. M. Babb. LastKATE T. WARDXER.
J hivetors John
was brought to
Wooldredge, port, to administer oaths,
Searsport for interment.
A son of Mr. .J. 11. Meskck, of Chatham
acknowledge
In Appleton, March 31st, Jesse P., son of Chester
tirMimnjv. \\
|
Perry, W G. Davis, deeds and solemnize marriages.
Four Corners, X. ^
has been cured of Con- W. and Orraville A.
McLain, aged 1 year, 4 months
ii'
l|i I Arthur >e\vail: also
sumption by Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Dis- and 4 days.
Payson
R.
editor
of
la Rockland, April 10th, Melinda A.,
Mr.
0.
:
Canfield,
K.'
covery—so
says
youngest
"up* 'uteiulent. They dined at
The details ot the tern he giant powder the ( hathrrm Courier.
daughter of Eliza and the late Charles Thorndike,
1'
h-ft :.»r t In main line
aged 27 years, G months.
s. R. Enear, druggist of West Union, O.,
explosion in San Francisco, last week, add
In So. Thomaston, April 10th, Mrs. Mary, wife of
horror to the brief story that came by tele- writes to state that Dr. Pierce's Golden Med- John Rogers,
aged 24.
ical Discov ery has effected a wonderful cure ot
In Thomastou, April 11th, Miss Olive Rose, aged
ol
a ton ot powder was
\i'\i.i;nsiM!:M.s.
graph.
Upwards
William
in his neighborhood.
Consumption
G2 years.
stored in the warehouse where the disas: ntion of farmers
I
a
In 'l'homaston, April 12th, Nathan S. Miller, aged
and it is supposed that the
35 years, 5 months and 2G days.
<
D
Heaeh i*1aster, just re- ter occurred,
fn St. Ceorge, April 11th, Eliza II. Wall, aged 23
xvas
caused
the
Potions
and
careless
Pills,
Pungencies.
by
\
1' 'auk Pit i‘T at same
place to explosion of the
years, 7 months and 2G days.
powder by a man employOn board schooner Aldjpiah Rokes, on the passage
A
M: :• ding-ji.st received.—Henry handling
Economical New Food. 25 cents will buy
from Belfast, Ireland, to Matmzas, Cart. Oris W.
ed in the building. At about ;i o’clock in a
v
package of Sea Moss Faiine. made from pure Rhoades, of Rockland, aged 58 years and 0 months.
idee lot of spring
the afternoon the city was shaken by the Irish Moss, whirl) will make 50 kinds of dishes,
In Appleton, April otli, Halsey Keene, aged 70
ior. and always tits.
Masses of thick, black such as cakes, pies, puddings, etc., or It! quarts year.-..
terrible report.
f.»r -ale at Saturday
In Camden, April 14th, Frank E.,son of Franklin
smoke enveloped the city and continued to of custards, jellies, creams. Charlotte Itussc,
and Ella Blake, aged 13 months and .0 days.
e
! iu.
<>f Ge<*. K. Johnson,
roll up from reeking ruins of the ware- blane mange, etc. Sold by all Hruggists and
In Searsinont, April loth, Frankie C., only son of
(irocers.
1
P*1 ai k,:i! the east side, calls atyr.
house and other structures in the vicinity.
Ambrose S. and Matty R. Wentworth,aged 0 months.
In Sullivan, April 5th, Mr. Stillman Ashley, aged
1»1 1 .■!K*! p
When Brigham Young was in jail a short
I,-TV.—SchoOIlCr for The outer walls of the bonded warehouse
55 years.
il
!
‘-it-, >earsport.—Angler has
alone remained, and told with what fear- time ago for attempt ot court there were live of
In Otis, March lfith, Mrs. Mary, wife of Luther
his wives weeping at each window of that in" h" a.Carling, aged 2fi years.
ia want of hardware. ful force the explosion had taken place. stitution and twelve at the door.
!1
in
istico to ourselves, and Small frame shanties were scattered in
How often we hear these
Oh, mv back.
vvr\ Kindly assisted us in our
chips all about the docks and in the hay, words, that pain in
Sill!' NEWS.
your back nine times out of
11;:it oi;. a I i> w
ii
t*. correct tin* error
or burned t.o
ashes: buildings remote
ten arises from kidney disease.
1»ir last paper,
Hunt'* Iii mawe had a
saying
some distance from the scene ot the ex1
f"
i:d the on plain. No one had a
PORT OF BELFAST.
the
curled on <bj used as directed will cure all diseases of the
were

Nominations.

Return of the Favorites !

FIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON

MARRIED.

her natural

FARMERS

WALDO COUNTY.
I*hosvoti Bradley': N. 1.
in the
of Lime as the very beat fertilizer
ten years,
1 bar e sold the article for about
tons per
rite sale has increased from three to tour
with very generyear to thirty-live tons and always
al satisfaction, often with very large profits. I shall
\\ aldo ( ounty
he prepared to furnish the farmers ot
with an article improved iu.ptalitv fresh trom the
terms
on
that cannot
mills and at a reduced price,
t hose in want ot a fertilizto give satisfaction,
elsewhere
at the
before
purchasing
er please call
Red Store foot of Main St
k.
B
L
A
MAN.
1 u eow .‘tS

RECOMMEND to

I
pliate
market.

‘MEADOW KING MOWER,'

1875.
favorite Mower is again oflere.l t<*fh« lurin
era of Maine and the Provinces, for the c-.ming
-ut
season.
Four years of unintvrruptid m»<'c« -■*
wh* r<
n..
ticient evidence of merit. In localiti<
isolicited
are
established, correspondence
agencies
from responsible parties.
/»
FUKD ATWOOD, lien 1 Agent.

THIS

fa*

NOW
A

opening!

N. It. Address Senate Chamber,
of the Legislature.

during session
dmosSO

I.ARUE VARIETY OF

Bees.

CHOICE flora SEEDS!
WM. 0. POOR & SON.
Belfast, April 14,

1875.

:tw4l

I
|

Bees!

few Good Stock* of Boca for Sal.-.
Inquire ut my office ■.’.'I Main Street, Belfast.
1. M. BOAHDMAN,
Belfast, April 13, 1875.
;lu H

HAVE

n

The Burial of the Dead.
BY

\V.

<i.

BltOVVNKLL.

Blue gulf ail around us.
Blue sky overhead.
Muster ait ou the quarter.
We must bury the dead I
It i' but

a

Danish sailor.

Bugged of front and form;
A common son of the forecastle,
Drizzled vvith sun and storm.
His name and the strand he hailed from
We knew—and there’s nothing more I
But perhaps his mother is waiting
< >n the lonely Island of Foiir.

“You would like to see Her Majesty?”
I replied I had come with that hope,
aud then smiling she went out the same
door, and the Duchess ot Malakoft and
A GENTS wanted to sell our new, popular,
comj lete, authentic LIFE of LIVINGSher pretty daughter came in and chatted
with LAST JOURNALS
Over
TONE.
The most of their con- 850 pages, 125 beautiful
a few moments.
engravings, maps, portraits,
versation was that they did not like Eng- fac-similes, &c. Decidedly the newest, cheapest and
best. COLUMBIAN BOOK CO., Hartford, Conn.
land—it is too Irish, and cold and foggy.
Then complimented me on the impression
my little attention and verses had made
upon her Majesty.

!Ufo l^ttettsenunls.

FELLOWS' HYPOPHOSPHITES.

ROYALTY RECEIVING AN AMERICAN

Presently the Countess de Clary came
and told me that her Majesty, being
'■till a- he lay there dying,
slightly indisposed, had kept her bed that
Boason drifting nvv’reek,
da}’, but if I would excuse her for being
••'Tis my watch,” he would mutter,
in bed she would receive me there. I fol•1 must go upon deck!"
lowed through a small room, furnished in
Aye, on deek—by the foremast:—
as poor a manner, where her Majesty sits
But watch and look-out are done;
The I'nion Jack laid o'er him.
most of her time at work embroidering or
How quiet he lies in the sun I
reading or writing, into a rather larger
room, where her Majesty lay in bed. A
Stop the ponderous engine.
Stay tile hurrying shaft'
bright tire made the room look cheerful
Let the roll of the ocean
am? pleasant. The bed is a much nicer
Cradle our giant craft—
Gather around the grating.
piece ot furniture than anything else in
the house, and is handsomely hung with
(
arry your messmate att I
Her Majesty lay there
silk curtains.
Stand in order and listen
among the pillows, decked with a dainty
To tile holiest pages of prayer!
little white lace cap with blue ribbons,
Let every foot be quiet.
and a handsome night dress rich with lace
Every head be bare—
file soft trade-wind is lifting
and embroidery, and tied at the throat
A hundred locks of hair.
with a blue tie. A tiny table field a cup
of chocolate and a silver tray of bon-bons,
>ur captain reads the service,
A little spray oil the cheeks.)
while another little table held a draughtThe grand old words of burial.
board, with the men in position, which
And the trust a true heart seeks—
showed that she had been playing.
"We therefore commit his body
Her Majesty smiled on seeing me and
To tlie deep"—and. as he speaks.
told me to be seated, and then began
Launched from the weather railing.
Swift as the eye can mark.
speaking, saying that she had been very
much touched by my delicate flattery.
The ghastly shotted hammock.
1 seated myself before her and remarked
Blunges, away from shark.
I town, a thousand fathoms,
well each trait in her still lovely visage
Down into the dark!
Site made two or
!he while she spoke.
A thousand summers and winter'
three remarks upon the disagreeable
The 'tunny Gulf shall roll
weather, and finally asked me why 1, being
High o'er his canvas eoiliu—
an American, leltsuch an interest in things
But. silence to doubt and dole .'
1 told her
not pertaining to a Republic.
There’.' a quiet harbor somewhere
that in a woman’s heart there are two senI-'or the poor a-weary soul.
timents more deeply ingrafted than love
i roe tin- lettered engine.
of Government—sympathy for misfortune
Speed the tireless shalt!
l.o..sc to’-gaUnnt and topsail,
and admiration for courage and true
The breeze is fair abaft!
womanhood.
She smiled and then said :
Blue sea~ all around ns.
•■You have just eome through l-'ranee,
Blue sky o'erhead—
E\ cn ulan to hi' duty !
you say ; what do you think of France as
We have buried the dead I
a
Republic ?”
1 replied that, although France was an
apparently successlul Republic, it was
in reality a failure; that Frenchmen are
The Empress Eugenie,
not made of the right stutl for republicans.
olive Harper’s Letter to X. V. llrapliic.f
lack that lived purpose and firmness
They
You leave London by the Charing Cross of character that our
republicans have,
Railway to go to Chiselhurst, and the and that same lightness of nature does not
j"urney is something near an hour in dura- let them study to the foundation the printion, but one that is diversified first by the
ciples they advocate, and which if they
•iglit of tlie millions of chimney-pots of understood they would not wish, for they
London before you get out of it, and of entail too
many sacrifices. In a word,
the very pretty scenery between the abode
are too flexible and light and selfish
they
ot smoke and dirt and the lovely little and
gay to ever be republicans, and if the
nest of a village where the Ex-Empress men are
not, how can a country be a ReEugenie and her son live, and where Na- public ?
poleon lies entombed, i touk a ticket for
Her Majesty looked thoughtful, and fitmisELiiuKsr.
nally said:
“So you think France can not exist as a
At the magnificent station and settled myself comfortably to look out of the win- Republic ?”
I replied, “No.”
dowsandmark all the beauty which I was
She then continued:
told bordered this road, and it: is really a
■‘But 1 would like to understand why
very charming sight to see. All English
a
Republic when we all
scenery has a tameness that is tiresome to France can not be
me, yet once in a while you find a spot j see that America is?”
that pleases you in spite of its tameness.
1 replied that France could be a repubThere is a certain tranquil beauty that lic were it not that her people are not repleases the eye, although no grandeur publicans in any sense ot the word. Also
strikes you with admiration. 1 do wish a Republic is born not made. Our repubthat the English nation had just one moun- licans who molded our Government went
tain or one cataract, or, in fact, any thing into a wilderness with ax in hand, and
in the way ot natural scenery they could hewed out and built up, little by little,
boast of.
It would do them so much good. that structure that even monarehs admire.
After stopping at 1 do not know how No people who have always loved and remany little stations, the train arrived at vered one ruler or another can ever bow
Chiselhurst, a place destined to become to an impersonal, vague thing that seems
renowned in history as the resting-place to them a bare fact, shorn of all the pomp
of the exiled Queen ot France.
1 got out and pageant of royalty.
Frenchmen's
and the train went thundering on to some hearts crave beauty and glitter, an idol
other station, and 1 commence i a search lor whom to die; a certain real, beautiful
lor a cab and a hurried survey of the town. and
glorious actuality that they can see ;
not a chamber full ci men like themselves
ITS SL'liUOENDlNGS.
who present no one of the qualities which
Chiselhurst is built up and down hill
can charm his heart.
and is beautifully wooded. The most of
Her Majesty looked at the Countess de
the houses are built of red brick, a bright
and smilingly said :
and pretty contrast to the green hills. Clary
“1 never heard this question better arMost ot the houses here in England are
Then she said:
built ot yellow brick, which gives a sort gued.”
I
“What do you think of my son, the
of raw and underdone appearance to a
Prince Imperial? Do you think the peotown.
The streets of Chiselhurst are clean
love him ?
and every part of it has a thrifty look, yet ple
I replied all 1 had ever heard had spoknotone of age, for the hillsides have been
en of him in terms of attention, both in
ilng away in many places for brick-mak- England and France, as well as whereand
it
seems
like
a
California mining
ing,
ever I had been.
It is literally embowered in trees,
town.
She asked, “Have we many friends in
but all the trees are small in comparison
America?” 1 told her that all America
to ours, except those in the grounds of
were her friends, perhaps now more so
Camden House, where the Empress lives.
than ever.
1 found a crooked-legged horse and a
“The Americans are good people and I
cab, and at once engaged it to go to Camliked them,” she said thoughtfully
den House, and, entering, started.
It is always
then rising on her elbow she said tamest
a
but drive of some filteen minutes to the
-ration from Camden House, and I was iy:
“The Prince, my son, will soon reach
soon there.
You pass under a high railhis majority and finish his studies at Woolroad bridge for some little distance, and
wich. Do you not think that will have
then the road winds gracefully up a hill,
much influence in France in his favor?”
mi the summit ot which stands the house,
j 1 replied that it undoubtedly would.
Ml'GENIF/S AllOJlE.
“Ah, well, lie is lit to reign in all ways,”
Hie driver halted before a high gate of she
sighed, “and he loves his country and
ir.ni, gilded and altogether very handsome. his people, and wishes them well, and so
A still' Kngiish policeman was
standing do 1.”
A tiny lodge stands close to
guard bv it
i lien she changed the conversation and
tin gate, and from it a neat little French- asked me a few
personal questions, as to
woman came out by a side gate and asked
my writing, and when I told her that 1
what madamc pleased to wish.
I told her was now
publishing three books, she re1 wished to see Mile, de Sarminat, and 1
quested that 1 should send her a copy ol
was informed that she was in Paris, haveach. 1 asked permission to dedicate a
ing been called away suddenly, and that volume ot poems to her, but she told me
tin- < ‘ounless de Clary was acting J,ady of that she had refused so
many like requests
Honor in her stead. \Vould Madame be that she could not make an
exception, also good as to say if she would do?
1 duthough she would gladly do so. Her Majconcluded
to
send
ally
my card direct to esty also asked many questions about CalJlcr Majesty and gave it to her, when she ifornia, all of which i answered as a true
told me that her Majesty did not receive
daughter of that blessed land ought to,
any person whatever, hut that she would and then was
permitted to retire. On gosend my card, and she called her little girl,
out the door of the bedroom I turned
ing
who ran with it to the house and
directly to take a last look of the beautiful Empress
came back, saying Madame would
please who had carried all hearts by storm, be
drive in with her carriage. Klegant equipthey of kings or peasants. She lay back
age it should have been. I noticed, in there, her rich golden hair loosely caught
passing along the avenue, that the trees under the tiny coquettish bit of lace and
are large and line, the grounds
beautifully ribbon, the fair fullness of shoulders and
laid out, and with fountains, statuettes, bust half revealed
through the embroidery
vases, &c., in every possible place.
The on her uight-dress, and the tower-like
seem
1
should
extensive,
grounds
judge strength ot her round white neck made
covering twenty or thirty acres—perhaps more marked by the blue tie. The soft,
more.
Camden House is a low, wide white hands are as
plump and dimpled as
structure, with French windows that open those of a
and her complexion is
baby,
out on the lawn.
I am not sure, but it
delightfully clear and fine, ller profile is
seems to me that it is all on the
ground- clear cut and of a high cast of beauty, and
floor. 1 did not see any staircase, nor did her mouth is a marvel of sweetness—and
1 recollect of having seen any
up-stair sadness except when she smiles. She
windows. 'The house is completely em- bade me an rcroir instead of
“good-by,”
bowered in trees. Reaching the door 1 and so some day I
hope to pass another
descended, aided, by a solemn footman hour with the queenliest queen of all, the
dressed in deep "mourning with a large
Ex-Empress of'Erance.
crape bow upon his arm. The carriages
On leaving her room the Lady of Honcan drive up to the very door, and
you or had some refreshments brought, and
enter at once in a small dark oak
hall, also on leaving placed in my hand a preswhere the lloor is bare polished wood. ent from Her
Majesty, which it is needless
There are two or three large cases of solid- to
say 1 shall keep as long as I live.
wood
in
the hall, carved in fanlooking
tastic patterns, that might be side-boards
or tombs.
Turning to the left the solemn
A young lady in Cambria
borough, tirfootman ushered nie through two
heavy ed of “going it alone,” has married John
doors placed about a foot apart into the
Rightbower. It is altogether probable
reception-room. Somehow when one sue will “order him up”—on winter mornthinks of a king or queen or any one havings. [Miner’s Journal.
ing to do with royalty, one thinks instinctThat is to say, if he likes to make the
ively of gorgeous displays and elegant lire she’ll °;ive him “a chance to make it.”
surroundings, but you become undeceived Next. [N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
on seeing the
If he doesn't succeed, he should be
preRECEPTION ROOM OP EMPRESS EPGENIE. pared to hear her say, “You cur ! ” Fire
The room is some eighteen leet square away ! [Boston Advertiser.
”
If she “showed her hand”
and the ceiling is high.
One window
by “calling
him that, fool if he had
any more “dealopens out on the lawn, dressed with chintz
discard ’’
curtains. A large round table stands in ings” with her. Our advice is
her entirely and choose another
the center, with an
red
A
cover.
“partner”
ordinary
portfolio lay upon it. There were a dozen “Pass” it along. [Portsmouth Journal.
Ilow much better “point” he would
old-fashioned chairs, covered with faded
make if he’d say “I’ll assist.”
chintz, and one
close to the
easy-chair,
wide-open chimney, where a bright
fire
and

wood
fire-screen
completed the furniture of the room Two
paintings hung, one beside the fire-place
and o\ ei the easy-chair, representing
an
old-fashioned scene, where the dance”was
at its height, and where each face is
one
well-known in history. The other
hung
shade
1
so in the
could not see it.
While making this survey of the barely
furnished room and its comfortless aspect,
the door opposite me in the corner by the
chimney opened and the Countess de Clary
came in and saluted me, and
seating herself beside me began to speak in French
.She is a small and not over handsome
woman, but with a very intelligent and
pleasing lace. She is very vivacious, and
in ten minutes had asked me some
fifty
different questions. I waited, for I thought
if Her Majesty would see me it was not
my place to hurry her, and I hardly knew
if I should ask for her or wait for her to
send for me anyhow. After a while the
Countess said:

burned,

these with

ene

is the buiider of a temple,
called his body, to the Uod he worships,
after a style purely his own, nor can he
get off by hammering marble instead. We
are all sculptors and painters, and our
material is our own ilesh and blood and
bones. Any nobleness begins at once to
refine a man’s featuros, any meanness or
sensuality to imbrute them.

Every

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.

IN 1!ED.

man

THE

An old

clergyman, spying n boy creeping
through a fence, exclaimed: “ What 1 crawling
through a fence! Tigs do that.” “Yes*” retorted the boy, “and old
hogs go along the
street.”
ft
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Union Street,
THE
occupied by the subscriber.
house

IT

RELIEVES

HAMBXJEGS!

AND GIVES

BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN
OF THE HAUUASSED MAN

OF

Belfast, April

HAMBURG! HAMBURG!

A good new Steam Circular
Mill; Timber
Lands, a good Farm, with good buildings, in a very
healthy locution. Stock of one and a half million
feet of Logs lor next summer’s sawing. One million
feet dry hemlock lumber. A good location lor a
tannery. The owner being old and alone, cannot
attend to all his business, and would sell on reasonable terms. For further information, apply to

Sale.
YORKSHIRE SWINE.

day received

Have this

SHARPS RIFLE CO.,

Sporting Rifles,
Rifles,
yds.,

over

WESCOTT,
President.

LATEST

Worth of HAMBURG* of the very

improved patterns, sidling

and

LOWER
Than have

quoted

been

ever

placed them upon

our

AnVRRTIftlMU:

at

before.

counters for

and call attention of the

(heap: Good: Systematic. All persons who contemplate making
contracts with newspapers for the insertion of advertisements, should send 25 cent* to Geo. P.
Rowell & Co., 41 Park How, New York, for their

Notice to Tax

Thing Yet.

-*

QUANTITY

Street.

Belfast, March I’s, 1.7

FOR SALE P.Y

Belfast

WOMAN COMPETENT TO 1)0 THE COOK,
iny of a family, and assist in general house31RS. W. <i. YEA/IE,
work
Apply to
Church Street.
3\f40
Belfast, April 7. 1875.

by
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LOW

make
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lively b\ Hamburg'.

being coimmted
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Dress

selling
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at
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Linen Bosoms

Henry Dunbar, Jr.,

f

LADIES!
husband,

PURE

brothers

sons or

Shirts made this

are to have any
call for the

spring,

LINEN

SHIRT

BOSOM.

FOSTER &. MERRILL, Manufacturers.
Their goods are not part or all cotton but are made
of Pure Irish Linen, imported by them. You will
know their goods by their trade-mark on each trout.
It is

a

Bleached
In

order to make

S\LK

blue label with gilt letters.

Cottons!

an

effectual

IIAMlil."IK.iS,

on our

induced to mark down to
margin of profit,

A WEEK to Agents to sell an article
tpl U saleable as flour. Profits immense. Package free. Address BUCKEYE M'K'G CO-. Marion,

(

< >

our

a

and

we

LAUHK

entire

to.

or

Bailor

OK O COO PfTdayat home. Terms free. Address
h v£-U (Jko. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.

M

M

Jm
gusta, Me.

BHI A WEEK guaranteed to Male and
M Female Agents, i!i their locality.
M Costs NOTH 1NG to try it. Particulars Free. P. O. VICKERY, AuJm

(joo. W. Burkett & Co.,
Hayford

Block. Belfast, Me.

«OSVCIIOMA.NX'V.

014 .SOI I. CIIAUMINO."
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
love and atTections of any person they choose, instantly. This art all can possess, free, by mail, for
20 cents; together with a Marriage Guide,' Egyptian
Oracle, Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. l.Ooo.uuu -old.
A queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s,

THIS I KNOW!

Together with the Tools and Machinery, are now
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old customers, and AS .MANY NEW ONES as are pleased to
give us a call, with all kinds of goods in our line,
with

lo,*(55 Is
•-••-*4oo

...

K I A

R I I.

7,257 03
8,32* 37
...

’’H

Bills payable—since paid,.
items,
Capital Stock,

Surplus,

$310,05*

DRY

GOODS

Advertised in this paper, a!
ami

lower

even

CALL BEFORE

a

S.

V.

H I'M 1*11

o. I*. PEI MM ER,

lmv

2*

KEY, President,

priee.-.
March

PURCHASING !

FRED ATWOOD, Agent,
3w40
31, 1875.
Winterport, Me

any

Of Hartford,
« Mi

JOB WORK
DONE TO ORDER.

Capital Stock

A. B. MATHEWS

SUCH AS

FIELD & MATHEWS’
A

Repairing STOVES,

TIN &

IRON WARE, LEAD

PUMPS, with neatness and dispatch.

t

In

state

BLODGETT & CO.’S

70 MAIN STREET.
making large addition^ to the stock which he
will sell at the lowest living prices
_j
,,

WALNUT

WADLIN k MERRILL.
G. E. WADLIN.

W. W.

MERRILL

J. Ii. Wadlin will be found at t lie old stand
for a short time, where all those who have unsettled accounts will please call and settle the same.
611103.2s
Per Order
J. 1L WADLIN.
P. S.

LADIES
to send for Flower Seeds or Plants
from Long Bkotiieks, Hovky’s, Vick’s,
Washbi'kn’s, Williams, Hownnvn's, Petek
Henderson's, or any of the popular Florists, are
invited to leave their orders with

-SUCH AS-

Cloakmaking

a

Specialty.

paid to fitting and satisfaction
warranted. Stamping done with neatness and disin
Rooms
McClintock’s
Block. Entrance
patch.
next door beyond Dr. Moody’s Drug Store. tftO
Personal attention

SPRING HATS!
JUST RECEIVED AT

SWIVEL PLOW,

Built on entirely New Principles.
Don’t fail to see it before purchasing. Descriptive Circulars Free.

ATWOOD,

Winterport, Me., General Ageut.
2mosJ0

1874,

$3,703,,001 30

...

FIELD, Agents,

Belfast,

3w 11

1849.

Charter

Maine.

Perpetual.

RISKS TAKEN.

SPRIN G FIELD

&c., &c.

J

would call special attention to

CASKETS

&

our

stock of

COFFINS I

To those who have to purchase I would sav 1 have
them all grades, from the lowest price that they can
possibly be sold for, to the nicest WALNUT and

ROSEWOOD.

-ALSO-

'

^ l(«ARS.
■?>

Pill up in Tin I'niM

P. &

hours.

I
morning

cm.

Its

and

the
Boston
'o

sold by FIELD &
AlATIJEWS.
as

were

REMEMBER THE PLACE.^m
tn?

70 Main Street, Belfast Me.
A. B. MATHEWS.

HOUSE!

will he welcome to as good fart* as can be bad anv
where.
I'he stable has shared the general improvement,
and with experienced and can lul ho-;i. r- no pan:
will be spared in taking care of hoj- .i
He has some line LI V FIM '*> I < >« l\, for |
.n r. in
modation of t hose desiring good tea tin.
if. ii. mi ivu:;i l.
Belfast, l)ec. ko, 1>71.— f»riio.- j(r

Mast,

Spar

MARKET

JOINERS,
OFFICE

: n wut.Ti.,o

Ko=i.i.,

GROCERY STORE!

Belfast,

ABSTRACT OF

stock

Grocery Store formerly occupied by SANBORN & S'l ARLES in Telegraph building, corner of Main and High streets
where they will keep every thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season allbrds. Also gro-

ceries of all kinds.
W

A Team will deliver all articles
any part of tho

STATEMENT

City

We invite our old friends to call.
CALVIN J. GRAY.
N. F. PATTERSON
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 1S74.—tf7
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for
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time on receipt of only $4
Herr
eight hundred and fifty pages of th.
jilih st and best printed and bo;,nd popular niedicul
science and literature, on subjects of ital importance
to ill, lor only ^1 —barely enough to pay for
mailing
o

He red

same

ov. r

KnNtitutr,
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1 lies.- at-.-, beyond all comparison, th* iuo-f

xti

a

ordinary work- on Physiology, ver published. I lu-r.
is nothing whatever that the Marrin/.r
rither >•»./• can either require or wish to know, bw;
what is fully explained, and many matters of tbe
most important and interesting character are inti

For Hair and Whiskers
Changes light
graj hair to a jet
black, dark brown. <*r
auburn color. It contains no Sulphur "i'
I.ead, orother deiott
rioits ingredient.
It
requires hut a single
application in ctl'
kits purpose.,-nil washJing is required after
.tl\ eing. as in tie- ea-e
h>f otherdx s. It is me
two separate arti< i«
‘(as are most hair
dyes). t»ut a simile
combination. and xperieneed W Imlesaie
>\
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It should 1." borne in mind that these great Medical
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treating exclusiv ely of N E.KVi >l'S AM'
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Manliood:

How Lost, How hestomi!

dust published, a new edition of Btr.
( ulvcrwcll n < «‘U>l>rat<*il iC»HiM\ on the nnfinil curr ; without
medicine) of Sl’i.U.M a 11>i:i:iin A or
Seminal Weakness, Involuntarv Seminal Lo-ve>,
l.MUoiEV \, Mental and l*hy>ical Incapacity, 1m
pediments to Marriage, etc.; also, CoNsi mition,
Kt’li.i:i*s\ and Fi rs, induced by self-indulgence or
sexual extravagance, &c.
Ka ‘Price, in a sealed etivi lope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in tliis admirable Lssay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' Miecessful
practice, that the alarming consequences of self
abuse may be radically cured wiilumt the dang. ronuse of internal medicine or tin* application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
and effectual, by means of w hich every sulfcrer, no
matter what his condition may he, may cure himself
cheaply, privately, and raiiicullii.
4<4pThis Lecture should be in the liauds of very
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, pozt-paiil, on receipt of six c<nt>, or two po-t
age stamps.

CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,

R

Bowen, Hew Tori.:
Post Oflice Box,

AND FOKEKiN

PATENTS

in,
$1,(00,000 oo
ASSETS.
Cash on hand. In Bank and Cash items
557,912 15
Rents and accured interest,
29,500 02
Real Estate, unincumbered,
398,175 00
Loans on Bond and Mortgage (1st Lien)
580,750 00
Loans on Collateral Security,
15,880 00
l\ S., State, Bank, R. R. Stocks and /
Bonds owned by the Company, \
..

......

$2,757,907 50
LIABILITIES.
All outstanding claims,
$143,219 07
GEO. L. CHASE, Pres’t.
J. D. BROWNE, Sec’y.
COX & FIELD, Agents,
3w41
Belfast, Maine.

.

.
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H. EBBY

For Inventions, Trade Marks

or

Itcsigns,

No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston
an extensive practice of upwards of :to

AATEll
years,continues
Britain, France, and
States;
to secure

Patents in

t

Washington

to pro-

Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.
TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and

practitioners

ficial intercourse.
“I

have

no

with whom 1 have had of-

CllARLES MASl>N.
Com’s’r of Patents.”

hesitation in assuring inventors that

they cannotemploy a man more competent and trust
worthy and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early and lavorable consideration

at

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.

capacity anil excellence by any others.

*»

Awarded

<H'tin- late

DIPLOMA OF HONOR

American Organs ever awarded any medal
in iMirop* or whi -h present mi:* h r\:r.c.-rdi
*
nary excellence us to command n wide sale there.
;l’>yarde*l highest premiums nt Ue:m
trial Expositions, in America to* \veli mm
HLsf H 1
.a
Europe. Out of hundreds there have wot been
all where any other organs have been preferred.

AIWAY^

.v

by Eminent Mu-hinnii. belli
See
hemispheres, t*> be unrivaled

nrOT Declared

1

TEST1 MON I VL 01 Rt UL AR, with pii
than Ono Thousand (sent free).
Do n
,n having a Mn
n it Hamlin.
1 take any other. bcu!> * yel i.ahoi u •>
missions for selling infet
foi
reason often try very hard to sell somethiny else.

lilQIOT
ilioio

i>r

rented until

Would

large,

| Tapestry. 3-Piy.
AND

I

their

atfrni l.oi

mu.

>d

j

Extra

LOW

Super.

PRICED

MITIACS, OIL CLOTHS. HUM CHiTHS, AC..

T

direct from uiaimfetnr.
tin-same

r

Whole-ib-

at

tlx

v

..r-

lb-tail

at

Ma\ing taken
..! low pric.
II
pi. pared to

l*ric»

s

rent

BLATCHLEY'S
I mprov e.l Cl Cl M lll .K
w<m»i> rrmi* i' tin m
kuowh i!•■*',I > I \ XI > A k 1»
of the market, by popular
verdict, the best pump 1 >i
Vtteii
the least mcme

DEFY

WHICH
I he Mat

COMPETITION !

Department is stocked with the largest

and Inst assortment ol .\fata and
in this

,/Jrw

ie>.stock

<

Selected expri s-ly for ^i-rin Mra.I.
advantage of tile mark. an 1 bought

PAT A I flPMCC

ia

ml

*

pays hr the organ
:‘*ml finulurs. with full parn.
Un ! nlUUULu liars, free. Aid*. ..\l\"<>v \
HAMLIN ORGAN GO.. If,l Tremnnt Street. IliS
TON; i»r» Union Square, NEW lul.K or SO \ sy
Adam:. :>t., CHICAGO.

*

respectful! v invit.

a

*t

OfY!
I

payments;

»S; Abb. .ft.

e.-ts.

re

CO with most important irnpnv
sUrifU1
Now
ML if
Ol LLtJ merits ever made.
Solo and Combination Stop’*.
Stipoi b
of
and
other
Cases
lien
designs,
Etingorc

C » C Y DAYMCMTC Organs sold for
LMO I iH I ll! L11 I O* for monthly or quart,

Sw

CARPETS

psdl
Y
UE L 1

ULO

r.irp.i II.m-.-

«

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 186?,

ll'/ioli salt
on

ever

offered

market, presenting unumal opportunity

the I

a-

well
Iran-

as

lit tail

buy.

floor may be

to

rs.

found

a

full stock of

iuipiu\en
trillion IS limit tl lo I.IIUI I11.
ISrarket, tin Drop CliiM-k N aive, which
ran he withdrawn without disturbing tin
joints, ami tin* copper chamber which
never cracks, scales or rusts and will la
I or sale hv Dealers and tin
a life time.
hi order to be sure that
trade generally,
you get Itlatchley's Dump, be careful and
see that it has my trade-mark above.
It
you <!o not know where to buy, descriptive circular«,
together with the name and address of the agent
nearest von, will be promptly furnished by addressing, with stamp.

CHAS. G. BLATCHLEY, Manufacturer.
f»m:w
OOti Commerce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THOUSANDS SAVED.

the Patent Office.

EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”
“Mr. 11. U. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY
in
applications for Patents, having been successful
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may he sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and ;:t very
JOHN TAtKlART.”
reasonable charges.
|
Boston, .Ian 1 1875.
lyr‘^7.
|

G. ABBOTT & CO..

UNEQUALED' tV OMPPROACIIED

in

he I nited
other for-

also in Ureat
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all papers lor Patents executed on reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches made to tie
termine the validity and utility of Patents of I m en
tions, anil legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touching the same. Copies of the claims oi
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As.
signments recorded in Washington.
No Agency in the "United States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
to

f

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN
qnisite combination of these, instruments.

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS

successful
Paid

SPRIIMG

(11( „ ,

j;

: Barton Street.
and ow n
This firm conlidently assure the unnli
ers of ships that they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch of slopw orks, for hot h v ood
en and iron ships, in a manner guarantee d to
i\ »•
satisfaction.—t f.. 1

patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
Capital Stock all

purchased of us at
free of Charge.

Maine.

OF

Jan GARY

tountenaie

\'c.

, j

WORKS

cure a

-A N 13-

UNDERSIGNED have purchased the
rpIIE
JL and trade of the Meat and

$43,294 lo
SMITH, Pres’t.
A. J. WRIGHT, Treas.

COX & FIELD, Agents,

3\v41

MEAT

$ 1,200,145 82

DWIGHT R.

llypoclioudn

»•-pr*

Blockmakers.

and

$500,000 00

HALL, Sec’y.

1

SHIPWIGIITS, SIIIPSMITHS,

AMERICAN

1875.

....

U

t'-m

HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON&C0

Address the Publishers,

Cash in Banks,.$ 80,498 21
Cash in Hands of Agents,
54,063 47
Accrued Interest and other items,
24,494 80
Loans on Bond and Mortgage,
311,283 27
Loans on Collateral Security,
113,215 01
Real Estate, unincumbered,
100,000 00
Bank Stocks,
181,01500
Railroad Stocks,
359,840 00
Railroad Bonds,.
21,140 00
Charlestown, Mass., City Bonds,
10,COO 00
City of Springfield, Mass., Loan,
10,000 00

S.

who

*•

ami .Maine B.

subscriber, having r• i• <* 1 i11 \ a-unied
of tin- above well known
House, anil made extensive improvements
in tin- same, informs the public that he i«
now ready for business.
1 he old friends of
the house will tind increased comforts, and new on.

ASSETS

Outstanding Losses,

M'-ntai

sioloi/iculli/ am/ /'at/u>/o>iiralli/,in health and 1 is«• i»-•
lii'iii htj'aiit'ii to (k'i/ .l/jr. :kio pages. fK>und m b»*a
titul I-Tench cloth. \\ i'h the very be<t pres rip?,.,

•*

Lowell, l.a-t

....

patterns

Losses

g-,

1m

m.m,

in

J•

Physical 1><-bility,

bodin

u

a

-Mall, >pern»ut«
nocturnal anil diurnal

*.• I it

4 ■-

STATEMENT.

Januaiy 1st,

Capital,

1

■

AM) H LII l > 1S L

A.
Lx Mayor,
11. I:
t MI-nu l Fox. (TenT Ins. Agent.
Harrison 11 ay foul, Farmer,
1’. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
s. d. 1 lean, l’rop. of Livery Stah'e Ipx-khand
Lhen W. Seavi v, Hotel Keeper, No St ar-pori.
K’ohert < i. Ames, Teamster,
(*
.1 \\ I Hack, 1 >eputy Sherilf,
.1 M. Hale n Co.. Stage I’rop-., Fllsworth,
W. I.. Cleat es, I’rop of Liv. Stab!- .Stockton,

B. Depots, oilers special advantage* to
_Ithose arriving late at night or taking early
trains. Board $•_* Mo a day.
S. II, I >C M Y>, Propriet'ir.
l.ate of Phenix Hotel, Concord. \ I i .and Proprietor Boar’s H«*ad Hotel, Mamptcu Beach, Mm ;I

PHENIX

and

1»•

-.

nearness

Fitchburg

iloom\

x

v

.Memory, In.pun >tat- >t tlo Hi.;
and all diseases arising from tin
t
«.i
or tlie indiscretion- or exc.ss,
of m .turn..rlt is, indeed, a book for every man, younj ai
middl. -aged men in particular. :;un pages, bound n.
•beautiful In m h cloth, illustrated, price only S

merit.-.

Canal Sts. BGSTON.
Fntirely lieu and furnished wit li ail modern
improvements. Clerks in att'-mlance at all

lyr-11
I

Nervous

\

Kxhaistii*

lire

>«-uiinu:

or

l.nergy. Haggard

n:tmc< ot (ion:!- mm

Causeway and

^

Fire ifc Marine Insurance Co.

B. F. WELLS.
The Charter Oak

500 00

Risks written during
$343.,747,825 oo
Risks outstanding,
277,841,700 00
Ri.-ks written in Maine during the year,
8,797,549 00
Premiums received in Maine in 1874,
13,2,384 00
Losses paid in Maine in 1874,
71,229 70

ANNUAL

Same

Style

00,795 51

the year,

NO MARINE

nice assortment of

a

00

$4,508,054 32

1874,

Expenditures

Incorporated

Metalic Burial Cases !
Ladies’ New

Total

OF

BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS.

230,200

1,010,371 15

$2,240,382 72

Total,

constant;.v on hand.
KINDS

14,11000

sion,
Other Liabilities small, Tor printing, &c.

COX &

her Cloak Rooms.

I shall send orders 'very Tuesday during the season,
and design to keep the best and most reliable seeds
that can be
purchased in the country. Particular
attention paid to plants after their arrival till called
for. Vegetable seeds ordered if desired.

LIAR1LI TIES.

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !
ALL.

-$0,588,071 45

$
Losses adjusted and not due,
Losses unadjusted,
Re-Insurance Fund,
Return Premiums and Agency Commis-

for

rlnea,

of

cure

I’rejn.ii

I,

It treats upon

regained and how perpetuated,

$3,000,000 00

'Total Assets,

Total Income for

EX TEXSIOX T. IB /. ES
it SIDE BOARDS.

Also

at

GOODS I

VII. 1.1/B EIt it- I •-1 ItL O it SKI TS. I■-1 It I. ()It
TABLES MARBLE <t IIODD TOR,
II ATI'BEES. M7/.1 TXOTS, WRITIXO DESKS. WORK TABLES
mill LOOK I XU ft LASSES,

WISHING

MISS A. A. HICKS,

all Paid up.

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS
Real Estate unincumbered,
$ 3<>5,OoO 00
Cush on hand, in Rank, and in Agent’s
hands,
1,175,48305
Fnited States Securities,
400,130 00
State, City and Town Stocks and Rond-, 1,100,170 00
Rank and 1 rust Co’s Stock.
1,307,520 00
Railroad Co’s Stocks and Bonds,
1,004,048 00
Loans on Real Estate,
82,250 00
Loans on Collateral-,
24,3*47 00
Accrued Interest,
3,222 71

STOCK OF FURNlTlMiK!
And is

1875.

made to

.....

LATE OF 1 II K FILM OF

HAS llOFLHT orT

April 7,

Company,

Conn.,

day of December, 1871,
ol Maine.

ALL KINDS OP

FRED

the 31st

House in the State.

--

PIPE &

IMF

yEtna Insurance

LOWFIGURES
As

ST AT KM KNT
OF

-AND AT AS-

f

flic

ABSTRACT UF THE

ANNUAL

In-

in--

extraordinary
llayfoid,

nauuscu

key west

proprietorship

20t f

\\ it
to it

B

LOR, Ass’t Secretary.
LURING, (ieiieral Agent.

as

GOOD AN ARTICLE

>i;

Secretary.

C. II. TA5
PRENTISS

>

«'-*'*•*

and

i’« >11! N

ANIMALS,

hi

Arlington House
Cer.

9,500 00
11,000 00
1,200*0
200,520 00
25,05(1 14

DOMESTIC

Ktaml), tbismu.

i.» lto.a
pun,>i.a
Also, for the celebrated

Cilll.S,

Miscellaneous
Net

.\>. i.x

•1-

**ri-.

I I.* V A I ii »N

>

*i», how lost, how

*»

Every Maxi,

I*« ubody Medical Institute
edition ol'the celebrated medical work m

in w

4

A. LAMH.
ami Sui-ycon,

( oiiiiiienial fit.. (Ol«l

Kl

2*

I T IKS.

-.-

Can Ijo found till the

1

WOMANHOOD AND

published by tin

Vf
a

cause

RICHARD M. MOODY.

Congress st.. Portland, M<

oo

23,500 00
12,01850
14,041 02
17,9.33 58

11*

I

Late \V1 LDKR .k l>TABB< ><>K.

Ass t: t s

<’ash on hand and iu Bank,
l.o;ius on First \tortitug< oi iC«•:>t Estate,
Loan
o 0 Literal Security,
Bills Receivable for Marine’ Premiums,
Accrued interest,
Net Premiums, in course of collection,

it-

Physician
No. :\:\7

$2,10,05*

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

I) li.

Supt.
v

tf:r

A J-ilocli. lor

Jl

AN Ii S«>K 13 ON ALL

they direct.

$500,OuO Oo
200,520 00

Losses due and unpid—none.
Losses in process of adjustment,
Losses contested,.
Fire Re insurance Fund, at 50per cent. I
and pro rata on Term Policies,
)
Bills payable, given for Marine Re in
surance,

having become successors to ,J.
by the purchase of his stock of

Tin, and Iron Ware Ac.

Amount of Authorized Capital Stock,
Capital Mock actually paid ui*,

--THAT AT-

New Firm!
STOVES,

OF BAXGOR, .MAINF,
JANUARY 1
1875.

i..i

Philadelphia.

flTHE subscribers
JL P». WADLIN,

Company,

Li. Li. LINCOLN.

'•

NERVOUS DISEASES

E.I.

k vek v w ii 1: ne.

city.'

as

i.

Bclla-t 3:30
p. in connect ing tu l>e xt
Bangor, also with night Pullman I .mi. nr
in Boston .it
a. m.

MANHOOD.

t o.

HORSE-FLESH!

l .K I
rpMi
JL SALT

!

■

■.

-.

Sait

is m form of F.rysipelas, Scrofula n
Bill'd M that the human family have
been afflicted with, but what I can e!b-et a pi r
manent cure.
I discovered tin* medicine- in tinyear lSo-, and since that time 1 have etfecleil a cure
of more than two thousand cases.
Any one afflict
ed with any of the above diseases 1 would 1 ik• to
have them visit Portland, and make all the impiiri.
they please in regard to my -kill as a physician.
1 graduated at Harvatd Cniversity, ami have al
ways practiced medicine in this
Those who are not able to visit me, 1 will, at tin ir
request, visit them, or send medicine and direction-

a.

Ban

<•

March 1'. lw.

ever

on in riuN or the

Insurance

and

y

to

''k'-wingau.
»

in.

;i>

ing

A NIMH II KK ILLS <)F

Hrm.'-i

!

Ohio.

^B^
feAZ

in.

I.*
and

SCRATCHES

Rheum Cured.

H. DUNBAR, Jr.
Belfast, July 28th, 1*75.— 114

T TON

S p.

and

tnr,

Erysipelas. Scrofula,

Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times.
Good and capable drivers furnished when required,
e me a call and try my teams.

A \ NIT A1. ST AT E M E N T

k ot

artificial teeth.

Belfast

Mi r.

Farmington, l.» wiston, 1
die .lunction and Crand frank Railway, August
Brunswick. Rath, port,and. a .d v
F.ti-t. ru
Boston and Main.- Railroadarriving in B<

GUT RE3

Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making anil insert itig

the stable formerly occupied by Fred lvim/fry*
T*a\ hall, on Washington Street, near Rerkins

YKliY LOW

Moore,

h-

v

<

!

TRAINS.

ave

—----

til led >1.1.1- i’ll I

and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or
elluloid Base, as person pn f't r.
He has the country right for the use of

J Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has
op< ned a livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.

have been

sale

OF

connecting direct

i.

■

t.

ARABIAN

improved
ding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

cl u

bought

has

eon

Spring

LIVERY STABLE!

Prices lower than any other lirstclass wheel. Pamphlet free.
X. F. IJL’IIMIAM, VoitK, Pa.

BANK

of
corner of Church and
Streets, lias all the latest
instruments for operating upon teeth, in
Dr.

m.
^RMEittSEtOLtlLWr
,:z‘+'

OINTMENT

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May st ill be found at the old .-land

1ST EW

liOZi Selling from 11 to

PBOVIDBKCE,

June

P."LOMBARD.

DR. G.

Removal!

liospMS KK('LIYKl)
&0 '*■<, eacli.

I IN1 N

/S A

TCU
selected’ years ago,
work in the Patent Of- I
and lias I
> fice
Washington, I>.
proved to be the best. IP sizes made
as
put to

Mondays oi

Dr. H. S. Flint
Depot,

rinit.

n.

Brains h

..

At their Great Medical

DEWTISTRT!

K)I> VKST Makers can get Pkkxty of Work
in Belfast, and those living
our
can get work from our Stork at Mon-

Goon, Rovs’ Skit Makers, and Rant Finishwill tilid a plenty of work at our Store in Belfast. We have began work in our Machine Room
where we shall manufacture Bovs Sr its, Coats
and R an s, and want a large number of Girls.
POTE & QUIMBY.
23tf
Belfast, Doc. 9, 1*74.

WANTED-AGENTS

same, the iir.-t

DI'.P<

ers

“Life of Dr. Livingstone"—from childhood to
his last .loi'UNAL.
Full, complete, authentic, at
tractive. People’s Edition. B. B. RUSSELL, Publishers, Boston.

Prepared by

same

'SITS received on terms as liberal ami tax >rorable t<> depositors as any Savings Bank m
tile State, ami dividend declared on same tin- lir-i
of'May and November, utlire hours from 'to : \
M. and 1 to 4 I*. M.
.I AS. (i.
I'K.M'U'.l'O.N, Pr<-id<nt.
CIIAS. F. GO It DO
treasurer.
omo-lu.

nt
Stork
(tX Monroe

-*• v

on

e

■_

111 w

Square,

SEARSPGRT SAVINGS

Vests, Boys' Suits & Pants!
near
ROK.

heir

o

tl

HXTO±l<3€3 l

O N

<

Bank.

prepared

Help! Help! Help!
Summer

will

u-<

ARRANGEMENTS

Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a few bottles.

and December.
Deposits received daily, except on Sutnla; and
Legal Holidays, from b to 1 _■ A. M., and J to I i*. >J.
Saturdays Bank closes at l.\ noon.
John H. Qi i.mhy, Treas.
\>A FAl'.\( I
Belfast, June Mh DTI.
if

to furnish at short notice, any style
of Handle that may he wanted, from tlie best of
ronnecticut. Oak; workmanship, first-class; lurni-hel iu any quantity, at bottom prices.
FRFD ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
tf.4
Gen’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co.
am

<>r a>

Maine Central Railroad.

—

Banking Boom
are prepared to re
on
interest on the
deposits, placing
tirst days of June, Juiv. August and September, and
December, January, February ami .Match. Interest

in Custom
HAVL
eeive

Plow Handles! Plow Hearns!
I

.HHIN II. 1'OOIL
MAI I WELSH.

tl

Savings

U LM( > V ! .D
House

Wanted.

•*-

blessing,—removing the infirmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker
Bitters a safe and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness incident to the sex,
purifying the
blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of

We are prepared to do SHI I* am l
PAIiMl ING in all its branches— both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
( dir long experience in ilie business, and our
pa t
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that work entrusted to us
w ill
be faithfully done. ( oiisult im before going
elsewhere.
Shop user the Marble Works, lliaii

CEDAli FENCE RAILS

V

-eason

Ii your

Machlasport,

Returning will leavi Machiasporl eretgr
DAY Morning at Fiv.. ock
touching W ikon
arriving in Portland same night, usually connect
with
Pullman
and
1'ruin,
ing
i<rly morning Brain*
for Boston and the We-t.
F or further particulars inquire at Railroad Wlno
Portland.
CYR1 s STI lil>l V AN l, (ii u'l Agt
tt ••
Portland. March *th,

—

S. A. HOWES & CO.

We intend

Water
Wheel
W
4
and

i'•
Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street,
lil( RSD.W
v piling, at h*o’clock,commenr
ing 1 liursday. March ... for Rockland, Canid.n.
Belfast, ( a-tine, I>.•» r l.»h Sedgwick, >o. U
Harbor, Nit. l)esert. .Miilbridge, Juue^port ii 1

ev.-rv

are a

PALTERS!

SHINGLES
IN ANY

Payers.

POOR & WELSH

inspection

public to their

ZXAMBtTB.es!

N. F. BURNHAM S
TURBINE

CAPT. CHAS. DEERINO.
Will li

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs,—the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
and energy. To the Aged, they

Taxes that are not paid by the first of .May will be
advertised and sold.
1 will be at (takes Anpier’s
store from
until 4 1*. M., of each day until tin- lirs
of May.
D. L. I’iTCH KB,
Belfast, March Ji. lS7o. d\v >
Tax Collector.

TURNER’S testimony, 14 illustrations,
BED HOT, and the Little Navigator, sent free
to any address for 15 cents. Full instructions in
Handkerchief, Fan, (llore, and Parasol Flirtations,
and the Sentiment of Flowers, elegantly bound, 14
Silhoutte Illustrations sent free to any address for
25 cents. R. 11. ROSS & CO.,803 Washington street
2w41
Boston, 31ass.

We have

1‘ R 1 C 1.

PAMPHLET-BOOK (ninety-seventh edition). containing lists of over 2000 newspapers and estimates,
showing the cost. Advertisements taken lor leading papers in many States at a tremendous reduction
from publishers’rates. Get the book,

I offer free to every man and woman in New England who cultivates a farm, tills a vegetable garden,
or plants a flower garden, my large, Illustrated Catalogue of ^Vegetable and flower seed for ISTo. One
hundred anu fifty of the varieties of vegetable seed
were grown on mv four seed farms,on XewFnalami
soil. I have made new varieties of vegetables a
specialty for many years. As the original introducer of liubbard, Marblehead and Butman Squashes,
Planner's Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a
score of other new vegetables, I solicit your patronage. All seed sold under three warrants.
JAMES J. II. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

Quaker Bitters

Special attention paid to extruding
teeth. Artificial Teeth .Manufactured. 1
Teeth filled in the best manlier.
lrylo.

BESSIE

tyles

PRICES

$90 and $125

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
E- G.
Armory and office,
II AHTKoiti), Conn.

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

SEARSPORT, ME.

Coal Ashes on their premises
are notified that, if placed accessible to teams,
will
be
taken
they
away by the city, free of charge.
C. P- CARi'ER, Street (.'out.
tf41
Belfast, April 13, 1875.

S600.00

Kecoed.)

Creedmoor

/>/,’. FLINT'S

NOTICE.

The Best

$30 to $38
with Elevation for 1300

LEWISTON,

DENTIST ?

having

STEAMER

THE

M. I.MASOO N

Sow two years old; 2 Sows six months old; 1 litter
Pigs four weeks old April 27th. Also Partridge and
Cochin Eggs at one dollar per dozen, and a few
J. 31. BEAN.
fowls for sale.
4w40
Detroit, April 8, 1875.

PERSONS

Week.

Per

Trip

HABADEN BLOCK. Belfast, ale.

—

MICHAEL KELLY,
Kellysburg P. O., Lycoming Co., Pa.

Manufacturers of Patent Breech-loading, Military,
Sporting and Creedmoor Hides. The best in the
World. Winner at International and nearly all
other principal matches at Creedmoor. 'SeeOfficial

One

tfgr-All business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

T liave f°r sale t,le following pure blood
jL swine : 1 Boar one year old ; 2 Boars
*$&&***
XXwJ^j-^six months old; 1 Sow one year old; l

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

ARRANGEMENT.

SPRING

at Law!

Attorney

tfil

For

FOR SALE.
Suw

10. 1875.

FIRST TRIP FOR THE SEASON.

GEO. E. WALLACE,

kitchen above, besides
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms.
THOMAS d. FAllROW.
!

PURE BREED

PROPERTY

VALUABLE

A

BUSINESS.

The house is ;

and

rooms

at Law!

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

of water,

well

of land.

acre

It is

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

JOHNSON,

Attorney

now

£1x30, two stories, Ell one and a halt
stories; three large rooms below and

four

kitchen;

THE

PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,

good cellar,

new, with

quarter

on

E.

G.

-o-

ASSISTANT TO THE TOILING STUDENT,

*

Some one has written Colonel Forney,
at Nice
asking if the vile stories about his
pocketing that $25,000 have any foundation in fact, and the Colonel in a very gentlemanly manner replies that “the very
air is heavy with the
fragrance of mimosa
and orange blossoms.”

1875.

House for Sale.

the blink of the grave; health and strength
given to those deemed incurable, by using tin* la
mens Bka/.illian
Plant, discovered by hr. Pvun<
ot the Navy,
iludicully cures, Dyspkpsia, Livlk
and Kidnky Complaints, Nmtvoi's Dkiolity,
Kpii.kpsy, Lost Vitality, and Weaknesses trom
excesses in Alcohol, Tobacco, Opium, and other
Prom

causes
1 i.M.

weakening

the Bkain uml Nkbyous Sys
f'mpiff t'hitrnii-

Send stamp for circular,
ceutical Ok.?,';,’ JJrouUwaj/, A. )’•

G. ABBOTT & CO.,
ffishin^OB,

0»r;:er Fried Street.,
NOS. 73, 78 & 82 FRIEND ST..
Xetv

BOSTON.

10w3T

I Sure relief > offim

KIDDER’S PA8TILLE8.S1

Jr.

